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SUGGESTIONS

Aiding Arid Land

IS
BETTER
In
the
Luna Park nnd Dreamland
will
Some the 'delegates
probably remain in New York for several days before returning to their
respective homes.

TO EXTEND
--

,

LINES

BURNED

BANKS MUST
MAKE STATEMENTS
Washington, Sept. 6. The controll-

TO DEATH

NATIONAL

o

This telegram was received at

10: So this forenoon, and is quite
encouraging to Mr. Baldridge's

CARTER

GOULD INTERESTS PLAN evening.

Special to i he Evening Citizen.
Denver. Col3., I ept. 6. J. C.
Baldridge is better this morning.
Doctors have hopes for recovery.
ST. ANTHONY'S HOSPITAL.

PASS

Product

OF FRISCO CARS

WELCOMED WITH SHOUTS

Do Work of Three Men

Boise, Sept. 6. The National Irrigation congress voted to meet next
year at Sacramento. Calif.
R. B. Twltcbeli of New Mexico and
Z. 1 Cobb of Kl Paso urged the congress to go tp Las Vegas, N. M., next
year. The first ballot stood: Jamestown, Va., 11; Sacramento, Calif., 108;
las Vegas, N. M., 69. On the second
ballot Sacramento received 207 votes;
Jamestown, 155.

Nominations by Primary Elections.
The committee on platform of the
republican state convention decided
last night to incorporate a plan favoring the. nomination of candidates
for all offices at primary elections,
and a recommendation to congress for
the passage of a law admitting free of
duty all building material for San
Francisco for three years.

Arrested Men Bound Over.
After the hearing today before f
Magistrate Kochersberger, Adolph Se
gal, William F. North and M. S.
arrested on the charge of
aiding in wrecking the Real Estate
Trust company, were committed for
trial. In his statement of the case
against the accused men District Attorney Bell said that for the $5,300,-00- 0
borrowed by Segal there was V
nothing to show but wildcat securities. S

STARTING

Favors To Philippine Sugar Are Thought Machines Will Break Iron
Cendemned Demand Made for
Molders' Strike as Each Can

Victory for Abe Ruef.
The nomination of Gillett was a victory for beRuef of San Francisco.
Delegates at a caucus tuis morning
decided to vote for Gilltt and Haymes
withdrew as a candidate.

REPORTED

Money.

IMPORTANT RESOLUTIONS

FOR

Santa Cruz, Calif., Sept. 6. The republican state convention nominated
J. N. Gillett for governor.

J. c.

ASK PENSION

the Covcrted Prize.

Two Directors Cot $750,000 For Wants Congress to Admit All
Building Material" For San
Passing Favorably On Segal's
Francisco Without Duty.
Wild Cat Securities.
ey

IN ENGLAND

Jamestown Also Failed But Say Tax on Lands of Wealthy
Sacramento. Call.. Took
Will Supply All Needed

BY ELECTION

Philadelphia, Sept. 6. District
Bell declared today that no
man will be spared ia the effort to
bring to Justice those responsible for
the dissipation of the depositors'
money In the Real Estate Trust company's failure. The statement is
made that two directors, who are
members of the bar, profited to the
extent of 750,000 during the past
three years, by accepting fees from
Adolph Segal for passing on the security tendered by him for loans from
the bank aggregating $5,300,000. Pres.
ldent Hippie's plaintive cr,y from the
grave, "Segal got all," has aroused
the depositors to the highest pitch of
Indignation. Receiver Eurle expresses the opinion that Hippie was "money mad," and there Beemed to be no
end to the varietj of methods by
which he Juggled with the securities.
"He was not content with stealing the
same bond or stock certificate once,"
said Earle, "but be did It several times
over, leaving the notes and papers relating to the loans In an almost inconceivable confusion."
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Not One Guilty One Shall Es- Gillett Named For Governor.
Which Is Conceded to Be
cape Says District Attorney
Victory For Ruef.
Bell, the Prosecutor.

OVER

IAS VEGAS

SCENE..

REPUBLICANS

BANK

XUMHEK 21G

IN NEEDLES EIRE

er of the currency today Issued a call
for a statement of the condition of

f

many Albuquerque friends and
national banks up to September 4.
The an- business associates.
nouncement made in the morning i To Avoid Desert About El
NELSON HAS RECOVERED
paper that he was not expected. 1
FROM HfJ BEATING
to live caused some little un- Paso New Line Will
Goldfield, Nev., Sept. 6. The report
easiness, as well as much aston- - f
circulated in the east today that "Unishment, as a report received
VETERANS ENTER FREE
Be Constructed.
titling" Nelson was seriously ill as a
from Denver a few days ago gave
result of the beatir.g from Gaus Mon-- I
his condition as being highly
satisfactory. Mr. Baldridge had
day is unfounded. Nelson left here
OF ALL CHARGE
this morning for Truckee for a fishing
len ill with typhoid fever, but TELEGRAPH OPERATORS
trip.
the crisis had been passed and
PAY
OF
INCREASE
GET
the report at that; time was that 4
he would be able to come home
THREE MEN KILLED
Lewiston, Me., Sept. 6. Today Is
within a few weeks. The late '
BY FALLING FLOOR
6.
was
slated
It
Sept.
Worth,
Fort
reports would indicate that he
Grand Army day at the State Fair in
Elyria. O., Sept. 6. Three men were
Manand
by
Vice
President
yesterday
this city and many hundreds of veter- t has had a set back.
ager Dock of the Mineral Wells & killed and u dozen serously injured
ans of the Civil war, many of them acthe second floor of
Northwestern railway, that the Gould by the falling of building
companied by their wives, have come
of the Gar-for- d
factory
new
the
line
extending
plan
that
interests
come here to take part in the celebracompany,
construction
MENOHAL THINKS CUBA
under
view-tthrough
a
with
Texas
tion arranged for today. Every perWILL SOON HAVE PEACE northwest
shortening the transcontinental
line here, today. The dead and injured are
son wearing a Grand Army button or
Havana, Sept, 6. General Menohal, thereby avoiding the desert about El Hungarians.
badge, or some regimental emblem, commenting on the situation In Cuba
was admitted free of charge to the tmhiv aattl
"Pftapo will Ho ftrrnnpd Paso. The supposition is that the line
fair grounds. At noon a free luncheou or it will be Imposed." He added he will connect with the Denver & Uio
EVENTS TRANSP
was served at the big dining hall on did not. mean that peace would be Grande.
the grounds. This afternoon thex j "imposed" by force of arms, but that
will be a big parade of veterans and mi i a nniti nn Yvfitilil nnrnnpl Ina in TELEGRAPH OPERATORS
GET GOOD RAISE
after the parade the veterans will be surgents to submit to reasonable peace
ACROSS SEAS
Philadelphia, Sept. 6. At a conferthe guests of the managements of the terms.
of
officials
ence
both
today
everything
the
here
the fair
fair and free to
the Pennsylvania railway lines east
offers in the way of attractions. There
..ead and Copper.
Pittsburg
and Erie and the delewill also be a campflre with speeches
New
York, Sept. ti. Lead, firm, of
Vienna, Sept. C Everything is In
gates representing the telegraph opand music at one of the large balls $5.75'fj 5.95; copper, strong,
readiness
for the reception of King
an
on
company
agreed
erators of the
and supper will be served to the
w ho Is expected
Edward,
to arrive
wages
September
Mlplf(t
to begin
Increase of
.
Mnnfu
veterans In the evening. The parade
..v.-.- 7
here tomorrow and will be the guest
Monpv (ill a.ll. 1. The Increase will involve an addi' Vnrk. Spnt fi
will be led by Joshua L. Chamberlain
of Emperor Francis Joseph at
nvhen rate dron- - tional expenditure of $70,000 per year.
of Brunswick and General Charles P. nrni until npnr
for two or three days. King
Mattecks of Portland will be the prin- ped to 5 per cent; highest, 25 per
who leaves Marienbad today,
Edward,
cipal speaker at the campflre. Gov- ceni. rnme mercantile paper, inn t STEEL CORPORATION TAKES
Em-- I
CAMBRIA STEEL COMPANY will be received' at the station by
per etui; unver, o74C
ernor Cobb will review the parade.
Francis Joseph in person and
Philadelphia, Sept 6. It is report- peror
will Immediately drive to Schoen-Ibruned in financial circles here that the
magnificent imperial cas- -'
United States Steel corporation has tie nearthethe city. The program of
closed a deal with the Pennsylvania 'entertainment arranged In honor of
Railroad company to take over a conking's visit does not contemplate
trolling interest in the Cambria Steel the
public functions. The visit of tne
company through the Carnegie Steel any
king will be merely of a personal, ln- -'
comp"any.
timate nature. It is. expected that the
visits of the king to Berlin and Vienna
will lead to an understanding of the
BANK CLERKS IN THEIR ihree powers concerning their attitude toward Russia.
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Which Consumed the Harvey

Eating House and the
Railway Depot.

l

BURNED TO DEATH

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Needles, Cal., Sept. C The if
Harvey eating house and Santa
Fe depot litre were destroyed
this morning by a fire
f early
which started In the kitchen of
i the
eating house. So rapidly
spread the flames that Conductor
F. M. Carter of Winslow and
Miss Uriscilla Bastain, a wait- ress, who were sleeping In the
if up stairs of the eating house,
were burned to death. Cnduc- - '
tor King and Hawes were so se-verely burned that they may die. ti
persons were
ti Several other
slightly burned. The loss Is es- - ti
V
ti timated at $75,000.
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SURVIVORS OF WALTHALL'S
BRIGADE HOLDING REUNION
Oxford, Miss., Sept. 6. The survlv

Scho-iirffWu-

ois of Walthall's famous brigade are
holding their annual reunion here to
day. The citizens have made elabor
ate arrangements for the event and
the brave survivors will be the guests
e
barbe
of the city at a great
cue and Brunswick stew at the public
park. It Is expected that fully three
thousand visitors from the surround
ing districts will come to the park
this afternoon.
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old-tim-

RETURNING ANNIVERSARY OF

GREA T AMERICAN SORROW
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PEOPLE GREET STREET
CARS WITH GREAT 8HOUT
San Francisco, Sept. 6. The strike
of street car men and incidentally
Officers Are Elected.
that of linemen, electricians, firemen
Dojse, Sept. 6. Governor Chamberlain of Oregon was elected president and constructions workers ended last
of the National Irrigation congress to night when a strike committee of
day. The following additional officers these unions officially declared the
were also elected: First vlcerpresi-4en- t, strike off. The carmen immediately
John Henry Smith, Salt Lake reported for duty. Cars were greetCity; second
B. H, ed with cheers by thousands of people In the streets.
Maxson, Reno; third
George Barstow, Texas; secretary, D.
,
MACHINES TO DISPLACE
H. Anderson.'
THE IRON MOULDERS
Chicago, Sept. 6. Secretary Paul
Resolutions Adopted.
Resolutions were adopted express- Blatchford of the Meat Trades assoing the hope that the governmental Ir- ciation yesterday predicted the terrigation works v 111 be pushed to an mination of the iron moulders' strike
early completion, and expressing con- within a month as the result of the
fidence in the honesty und ability of Introduction of moulding machines.
One machine, it is said, does the work
the federal reclamation service; the of
three men.
work of the weather bureau and of the
agricultural
department
was comSpelter.
mended. It was recommended that
St.
firm,
the irrigation congress authorize the I5.92V4.Louis, tiept. 6. Spelter,
president to appoint a committee of
five to carry on the campaign of pubChicago Livestock.
licity in relation to irrigation.
A
Chicago, Sepu 6. Cattle receipts,
pledge was given to support the fed- 7500:
strons. Reeves, l.t.ftiifff 80- eral forestry service in its efforts to cows nd heifers, $1.405.1a; stock- Improve
maintain and
the watersheds. era and feeders, 2.&04.35; . Texane,
The congress favored the passage of I3.C5C4.6U; westerns, 3.605.30; calsenate bill 4264 relating to relinquish- ves, 15.6007.75.
ment of reservoir sites with the privSheep receipts, 24,000, strong. 8heej
ilege of selecting: lieu lands. It ex- I3.60&5.G5; lanihs, 4.75S T.!0.
pressed the opinion that government
enterprises for reclamation should not
necessarily interfere with prior pri- MAJOR
E. ELDER
vate enterprises. It also endorsed experiments In dry farming in the semi-ari- d
regions. It favored the enactAND jAMIlY RETURN
ment of a law inflicting penalties for
unlawful interference
with federal
headgates and other Irrigation .works. FROM SALIDA, COLO., AND WILL
RESIDE HERE IN THE FUA resolution was adopted protesting
TUREWILL ENGAGE
against legislative concession in favor
IN BUSINESS.
of Philippine sugar, and that legislative attacks on sugar production in
K. Elder, well known In
Major
J.
this country cease. In order that this
great industry of arid America may be this city as former manager of the
local office of the Colorado Telephone
fully developed.
j company
and a major In the National
guard, returned to Albuquerque yes- - .
WEST VIRGINIA HARDWARE
terday, accompanied by his family,
MEN HELD CONVENTION
from Sallda, Colo., to which place he
Wheeling, Wi Va., September 6.
was transferred by the telephone com
Several hundred retail hardware deal- pany some four months ago, and will
ers from all parts of this state have make this city his home in the fucome together here to attend the an- ture, having severed his connection
nual convention of the West Virginia with Ihe Colorado Telephone company.
Retail Hardware Dealers' Associa"Sallda is a good town;" said the
tion, which opens here today for a major, today, "but not the place Albuthree days' session. The sessions are querque Is, nor has It the future this
held in the 'rooms of the Wheeling city has In view. I have not yet. comBoard of Trade. An effort will be pleted all arrangements but contemmade to induce the association to be- plate entering the business field here
come a momber of the West Virginia at some future date."
Major Elder and family are domiBoard of Trade. An interesting program has been prepared for the con ciled for the present at 637 South
vention by the local hardware men.
Broadway.

J.

A WAITRESS WAS ALSO

t

Liverpool, Sept. 6. Pensions for
everybody at the ge of sixty wa
among the proposals adopted today by
the trades' union congress. .The advocates of the resolution contended that
the money necessary for pensions
could easily be raised among the
wealthy by taxing land values.

;

DISCOVER! OF WELL ORDERED
CONSPIRACY

AGAINST MEXICO

j

Five Years Ago Today President
Was Mortally Wounded By

YEARLY

Mc-Kinle-

Fanatic in Buffalo,
Canton, Ohio, Sept. 6. Five years
ago today, in the late afternoon of
September ., 11)01, President McKIn-le- y
was shot and mortally wounded by
Leon Csolgosz. an Ignorant fanatic of
rnarchistic tendencies, while attending a public reception ut the Temple
of Music, on the grounds of the
in Buffalo.
exposition
President McKinley dled.of his wound
'on September 14, at the residence of
Mr. John G. Milburn, president of the
exhibition, whose guest he was during
his visit to the fair. The scenes at
the time nf the assinution, the anxious
days of the fatal illmss of the murdered president, the grief caused by his
untimely death throughout the country
will never be forgotten by the people
of this country, who loved McKinley
as a man, l'u'.l of human kindness,
honest and upright and Inspired by a
deep love for bis country. Many
large and costly monuments, erected
in larae and small cities throughout
the coiui'iy, to honor the memory of
McKinley speak eloquently of the love
and esteem which the American peomagistrate.
ple bore their
The magnificent monument which
will commemorate memory of president iu this, his home city, is not yet
an

N. Y.

completed, but it is expected that next
year, on September 14th. the anniversary of McKinley's death, the national
monument will be unveiled and dedicated. The monument will cost $5o0,-oo- o
and a fund of an additional $100,-"Mi- O
Is now being raised to form an endowment for the purpose of keeping
the monument in repair. The imposing monument in Buffarlo is completed and so are scores of other monuments in other cities, less pretentious,
perhaps, but no less eloquent tokens
of the people's love for the departed
soldier-state- s
man.
CHASE-CHAC-

FAMILY HOLD
SEVENTH ANNUAL REUNION
Boston, Sept. ti. The seventh anE

nual reunion of the Cliase-C'hac- e
family of the I'nited States opened at the
Hotel Vendoiiie In this city this forenoon with several hundred members of
that large family in a' tendance.
Bates and representatives of
several of the leading family associations of New England are here as the
unests of the C'hase-Chac- e
family. An
interesting program has been prepared
for the reunion, including addresses
by prominent members, a sightseeing
tour and the annual dinner.

MEET

Atlantic City, X. J.. Sept. C Tne
American Institute of Bank Clerks
opened Its annual convention here today and will remain In session three
days. The attendance is considerably
larger than in any previous year and
every chapter in the United States is
represented. Several matters of vital
Interest to members of the institute
will receive consideration at the convention. The 'program arranged for
the meeting Is very interesting and Includes addresses and papers by many
prominent men of finance, like E. D.
Hulbert. president of the Institute anj
of the Merchants Ixian
and Trust Company, of Chicago; Prof.
Joseph French Johnson, dean of the
New York University School of Commerce. Accounts and Finance, also a
member of the special committee appointed by the chamber of commerce
to look into and suggest Improvements
in the national currency; Dr. K. S.
Meads, of the University of Pennsylvania; W. M. Van Deusen of Newark;
Allen Newton, of Hartford and many
others. Secretary Shaw will be one
of the principal speakers at the annual banquet which will be held at the
tomorrow evening
Hotel ShelMirnp
After the adjournment of the convention the delegates will visit New York
as the guests of the New York and
llrooklyn chapters. They will be entertained at luncheon at the Cafe
Savarin, a sightseeing tour in automobiles In the afternoon anil a trip to
nt

GENERAL

CORBIN

GETS

French Traveler on Mission.
Paris, Sept. 6. It was officially announced today that Captain Lenfant,
the French explorer, Is about to leave
jon another expedition to West Africa
In order to discover, if possible, a navWashington, I). C, Sept. t'. Lieuigable waterway
connecting
tenant General H. C. Corbln Is deterChad with the coast of the Atlantic. mined to "go after" the army officers
'In his former expedition of 1DII3-- 4 who have been submitting themselves
Captain
ascertained
that a to newspaper interviews, with the rethrough waterway existed ulong the sult of charging that he and other
Niger, the Benue, the Mayo-Kebb- i.
piomlnent army officers have been usthe IOgone and the Shark, but he ing official facilities In Manila for the
was unable to follow it from begin- embellishment of their private estabning to end by boat, as 'ho Mayo-Keb- -,
lishments. For a long time it was the
bi was found to be obstructed by rap-- , custom in Manila for the quartermaIds, around which it was necessary to ster shops to do odd Jobs for army of- -:
travel by land. His discovery, how- ficers, all of it In the way of improving
ever enabled the French government the government quarters occupied by
to abandon the difficult and costly (the officers and their families. It was
Congo-bang! Fort do Possel route In the Interest of household comfort
for conveying supplies to the troops and domestic satisfaction,
qualities
on the lower Sbari in favor of a route which could not have been improved
from Forcados at. the mouth of the by resorting to private facilities in
Niger, ah ng that river, the Benue and that city, where there are meager
to l.ere, from which means of doing such work. The labor
the
point bi iisis of burden are employed Idid not represent an ependlture of the
as far as I.ake Tuburi, where the public money for personal benefit and
journey by water Is resumed. The whatever was done on the qnarters rn
:esu;i of the expedition Is awaited the way of Improvement on the ex-- ti
with n ;reat deal of interest.
rior or interior has been for the,
benefit of any who chance to occupy
KOREST FIRES IN ITALY
the buildings at that time and since.
CREATE MUCH HAVOC General Corbln feels keenly the criti-'ciswhich have been made, and he
Milan. Sept. fi. For three days the
to
forests on the western bank of Lake has asked the war department
Gurda have been burning. The con- asceitaiu from certain army officers
flagration covers mi enormous area. who have expressed themselves. Just
Tlit. Fpccincle at ninht Is terrifying. what they said, and, If be finds thero
Many peasati's' bills have been de- has been an injustice done to him,
stroyed. The cUniage Is said to intends to seek redress through
il channels.
amount to hundreds of millions.
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Overt Actors in the Tragedy Arranged
For Sept. 16, Caught at Nogales
.

With Incriminating Documents.
Tucson, Ariz., Sept. 6. Carlos Humbert, Uruuo Trevlno and Geuuro
foreigners, arrested on the
charge of inciting rebellion in Mexico, were brought to Tucson yesterday by a ranger. They refuse to talk.
MeiL.-aSeventy-fivcavalrymen on
a forced march from Cananea, reached
Nogales, Sonora, yesterday to prevent
any attempt of friends of the prisoners to cross the border and rescue
them. United States District Attorney Alexander left I'hoetilx for Tucson and the border last night.

a,

e

How Conspiracy Was Discovered.
Kor the past ten years numerous

nmlitlona Mexican revolutionists, did- ed and abetted by men on both sides
or the line, nave scuemeu 10 overthrow the Mexican republic, but the
master hand of l'resident Ilaz bus al- squelched
these
ways
effectually
schemes in their lnclpiency, and this
last one, just beginning to brew, will
meet the name fate as its predecessors,
says the Tucson Star.
Monday the good people of Nogales,
Sonora, were surprised when It became known that another effort was
I.Mintr 1naii2urattM to nrccinlf ata trou
ble on the border, immigration In

spector George Webb became cognlx-aof the fact that parties In St.
Louis were planning to start trouble
In Nogales on September 16., Mexican
Independence day. Mr. Webb and
posse quietly prepared to run down
and imprison these malefactors, and
yesterday the officials of Uncle Sam
landed four culprits in jail at Nogales, Sonora.
The leader of this party is a Frenchman named Humbert,
and when
searched the officers found upon his
person entire plans of the campaign,
together with maps of the territory
where the revolutionists were to operate, and names of parties in various
parts of Mexico who could be relied
upon to give information and assistance to the traitors.
Commissioner Webb arrested the
conspirators for violation of the immigration laws, but the Mexican government will deal with them as traitors and conslprators.
The letters
found state that 100 men would be
in readiness to precipitate a revolt
upon the day when tho patriotic citizens of Nogales were celebrating tba
grand achievements of General Hidalgo, ihe George Washington
of the
Mexican republic.
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Colorado IS

OUR SPECIAL
LETTER FROM
A
Changes Are Progressing in
That Empire Not Apparent on the Surface.
PROPOSED EXPENDITURE

200,000000

FOR

OF
NAVY

Many Other Things Surprising to
People of This Country About
That Land of the East.

"

This quite original
the manuscript of which lies on
my desk at this moment, reveals the
reform Idea of these young Chinamen
the future leaders of this country. It
says:
"I'll talk with you about the sub- Jeet which Is named the 'Chinese
Shame.' Thirty years ago Japan was
as weak as China, but the Japanese
tried their best to strengthen theli
country, and today they are very
proud of their education. They rap
tured one province and one position
trom China. They have fought with
the Russian soldiers and have conquered them. Why do these two coun
tries fight with each cither? I believe
my friends will answer me at this
right, moment, 'For China, for China!'
We can not protect our country ourselves. We depend on our neighbor,
and we ean't help our sister country,
too. What do you think of that? It
is a shame. Some one told me the
war between Japan and Russia did
not signify. I do not know what kind
I am
of a man we shall caU him.
very sorry that I will call him nothing
but a fool. Von, gentlemen, must consider what Is the cause that Japan Is
so strong and how they can make the
country. Have you not mind? I shall
be very glad If the people can devote
the mind to the country. China Is
very much like an old woman. We are
her sons. We must help her. If she
Is dead, we shall be enslaved by other
people. Do you not think It Is a great
shame? Hemember these two words:
"Chinese shame.'

(By William Mowbray.)
Cbinanfu, Shantung Province, Chi
ta. Without any flourish of trum
ptts many changes are taking place
In China. The influence of Wu Ting
Fang, formerly minister from China
to the United States, Is making Itself
felt, slowly but surely, throughout the
vast empire. Western Ideas and west
ern methods are coming more and
more Into fashion. The opposition to
the "foreign devil" la dying away,
With the Chinese New Year, for Instance, came the more general adoption of European dress. Students at
the University of Pekln and the various provincial colleges or universities
are "permitted." to appear without the
pigtail, and likewise officers of the
army and navy can dispense with this
appendage. All classes in the larger
centers of population show a leaning
to western customs.
But it is not alone In these minor
things of everyday life that China
shows evidence of a desire to keep
pace with the modernization of the
East. China is determined to reconstruct her navy and her army in order
that she may take place among the
great powers and no longer be the
plaything of her aggressive neighbors.
The plans afoot are kept profoundly
secret, but on the very best authority
it can be stated that orders will
shortly be given for the construction
of ships of war, battle ships, cruisers
and torpedo boats, besides submarines. 'It must not lie understood that
these ships are to be built in a hurry
or that the order will be given immediately.
A Big Chinese Navy.
"China Is going to have a navy
worthy of a great nation , a navy
strong enough to enable her to bold
her position and command respect upon the seas. The plans have been
under consideration for a long time,
and have been completed in a tentative fashion, but China la not talking
about these plans or holding out a
threat while she is In her present
state of weakness," said a Chinese official from Pekln when asked about
these advices. "I am not in a position
to talk about these plans," he continued, "but I will not deny that much
of the Information contained In this
letter Is correct." The letter referred
to comes from a source unusually well
Informed concerning mailers transpiring In the Chinese capital. The writer says that China has determined on
a secret appropriation for the purpose
of reconstruction of her navy, mid
that this fund amounts, according to
the best information available, to

1200,000,000.
"It is no use talking about new
ships until we have officers and men
to handle them. These China has not
Rot as yet, but she will have them. I

am not committing any breach of confidence when I tell you that China is
preparing to officer and man a navy
fcecond to none In quality. If not in
quantity. China realizes that this
tskes time, but I am very firmly convinced that withlj a few years the
powers will not be able to taunt China
wHh weakness or inability to protect
tier shores or her boundaries."
This Is a sufficient confirmation of
the report with regard to the preparations now afoot in China.
.
.
The Chinese Shame.
Perhaps Bonie idea of the change of
mlud that has come and la coming to
Ihe Chinaman can be gathered from
the following exact copy of a student's
essay at one of the provincial colleges.
The students were allowed to choose
their own subject. They wrote in
English, for of course Kngllsh is
taught In all the universities and colleges. These are under the government. The students are kept there by
the government, and the teaching
staffs are drawn from America. Cer-maand England. (Jut of this educational system has sprung the "young
China" movement a formidable one.
because it Is
but not
anti-dynast- ic
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DO YOU WANT THE
NAME AND ADDRESS

Aseptic Paper
Drinking Cups

ot the man tko should be working for youT
of the man Dh4 wouid jrladly lend you money!
of the n.m wtia si ttlj like to buy your norss?
of the man who would buy an interest in your buslnessf
of the man who would buy that lot of ground?
of the man who would buy your old WcycleT

Health Insurance in its
Cheapest Form

10c

205 East Railroad Ave.

PHARMACY

First St. and Cold Avtbua

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
$1.50

Painless Extracting
ALL

z $8

ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.

WORK

B.

F. COPP.

ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.

OFFICIAL MATTERS

Boxer Talk la Rot.
The Boxer talk is all rot. About
two months ago I read In the London Times that acordlng to proclama
tion we foreigners had all been ex
termniated some days before. As a
matter of fact the country Is quiet;
It Is exceptionally quiet.
Of course, a flame might start at
any time. The Chinese are the most
peaceful and pleasant people you can
imagine till the devil Is roused, and
then they can do things that no other
people can speak of. All sorts of stories as to possible disturbance in China
come from Shanghai. Shanghai is the
home of lies, anyhow. Shanghai Is not
in China, and the people of Shanghai
know nothing about China. You might
as well try to learn Afghan politics In
an Indian barrack room.
One should never believe more than
0.001 of anything nbotit the far east
that comes from Shanghai, except the
rate of exchange. Even the rate of
exchange Is probably exaggerated, bin
we an agree lo call It true. Once for
all, North China Is as quiet as it has
ever been. A foreigner can go any
where practicallly unarmed. Remember, there are regions perpetually ov
errun by robbers or ratlier, regions In
which the whole population lives by
robbery, and has done so for generations. There, the American unarmed
would be as safe, and safer, probably,
than a Chinaman. In the mountains
southwest of here, toward Honan
province, there are districts where you
may see many robbers' heads hanging
outside the village. In parts of Honan
you may find districts that practically
acknowledge no emperor and no gov
erument. but that of their own head
man. But all this is permanent. There
Is nothing new or significant about it.
HAD TOES CUT
OFF BY TRAIN
Robert Hill, formerly
a clerk at
.na nuiniiizs store, nut recently employed on tne Pimm Allna narrnu
gauge railroad, hsd ihe toes of one
foot mashed while coupling cars near
ihe smelter last Thursday evening,
says the Silver City Independent. He
was wearing a pair of heavy shoes
and.. imt. tliM h....i
... , ...,r .mo
wu; ..f ihu,
1,1111
Aw !,
caught in 1 fr.l
ha, I n,-- I hID
to take the shoe off ln stood where
ne was eaugm last and waited till a
car had run over bis tors when he
was released from his predicament.
He also received a severe bump on
the hip. None of the Injuries were
eu serious as lo prevent ..ini being out
on crutches a couple of days after
uie aceiii' iit.

Postoffices Established.
As a result of the work of Delegate
Andrews the following posiofticet
have been established:
Dora, Roosevelt county, Frederick
Humphrey, postmaster.
Mcintosh, Torrance county. Charles
H. Meyers, postmaster.
Pensions Allowed.
Mrs. Victorlana S. de Peppln. of
Lincoln, N. M., has been allowed a
pension at the rate of JS per monti
from October 1, 1904, and also 2
for her five children from the same
date.
Notaries Public Appointed.
The following .notaries public have
been appointed by Governor Herbert
J. Hagerman:
Charles H. Sims, Elida. Roosevelt
county; James A. Hall, Carlsbad, Eddy county; Carlos M. Pierce, Nara-val- s,
Union county; Anselmo Gonzales, Sanchez, San Miguel county.
Report Says Pendleton Is Removed.
It was stated yesterday that Governor Hagerman has removed Judge
Granville Pendleton of Aztec, San
Juan county, as a member of the territorial bureau of immigration
and
has appointed
L. Bradfill
ford Prince of Santa Fe to
the
vacancy caused by the removal. Yesterday afternoon no official confirmation of this report had been filed at the
office of the territorial secretary.
Indian School Teachers.
Mrs. Kerns of Omaha, Neb., who
was recently appointed assistant to
the teacher at the Zla pueblo day
school, and who was injured in a railroad wreck at Wray, on the Chicago,
Burlington & Pacific railroad 'in Colorado, while en route to this territory.
Is now in a Denver hospital, but is
rapidly recovering from her injuries.
As soon as she la able to travel she
will come to Santa Fe and report to
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall, at
the United States training school
there, for duty. Mrs. Richards, who
Is the teacher at the Zla pueblo day
school, and who was also injured in
the wreck at Wray in which Mrs.
Kerns received Injuries, left Denver
on the 2d instant, and has presumamy
arrived at the Zla pueblo and taken
charge of her duties.
There's nothing so good for a sore
throat as Dr. Thomas' Electric Oil
Cures it in a few hours. Relieves any
pain in any part.
HELPLESS FROM
STROKE OF PARALYSIS
Robinson, aged 75 years was
brought to lloswell froni his home
fifty miles east of Roswell at MescaItro Springs in an almost, helpless
condition as a result of a stroke of
paralysis, received at 2 o'clock Friday morning. He has been taken to
St. Mary's hospital and will be kept
there until he recovers. He Is a(Tct
ed on the left side and needs much
care. His case Is considered as very
dangerous.

-
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Cut this out and take It to any drug
store and get a free sample of Chamberlain's Stomach and IJver Tablets.
These tablets are far superior to any
pills, being easier taken and more
pleasant In effect. They correct
of the stomach, liver and bowels. All druggists.
A Citizen Want ad does the work.
uis-ordu- rs

Is the joy of the household, for

IABVS

without

i' r.o happiness can tecoinplete. How
aweet the picture of mother and babe!
A' eel smile at and commend the
thoughts and apirat oris of the mother
STtk
TO
Ha R GTeJ Br- - bending ever the cradle. T ;e ordeal through
wnicli the expectant mother must pass, how-Vi BB H PD t
r II SaJ' 3 ever, is so full of danger and sufferingthat she
looks forward to the hour when she shall feel
the exquisite thrill of motherhood with indescribable dread and fear
livery woman should know that the danger, pain and horror of childbirth can be entirely avoided hy the use t f Mother's Friend, a scientific
liniment for external use only, which toughens and renders pliable all
the narti. anil nKklktc nature in
its sublime
thousands of
passeui.i
whs
feet mfety and without pair
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ANTEl) A man to do road work,
Good salary. Apply at once. 2164
South fcecond street

ike himself
house,
erally useful about
MflRf be flff urate
in figures and
have some knowled ge ot bookkeep- Ing.
No Invalids. Address M. D.,
Citizen office.
WANTED G'r' for general housework. Call 006 West Railroad avenue.
WANTED Two good apprentice girls,
will start with small wages. Miss
Laura M. Lutz (successor to the
Gilbert Millinery Co.).
WANTED Man to make himself generally useful about business house.
Must be accurate in figures and
have some knowledge of bookkeep-ing- .
Address M. !.. Citizen office.
WANTED A waiter or waitress at
Vendome hotel.
WANTEDChambermald." Apply at
Columbus Hotel.
Wanted womaii wains position.
Can coon or do second work part of
the day. Address M, Citizen office.
WANTED Woman to do plain cooking and general house work. Matthew's Jersey Dairy.
WANTED A middle aged woman to
renovate bedding for roomlnghouse.
Call at Mrs. Williams, 311 West Silver avenue.
WANTED Clerk for general merchandise store; must speak Spanish with good recommendation. Address S., this office.
WANTED A good woman cook ' to
cook only one meal a day. Good
cook.
wages. Must be first-claGerman or Swede preferred. Address G. K. N. Citizen office.
Gentlemen's second-han- d
WANTED
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Sena address and
will call. H. J. Sweeney, proprietor
VANTED--Man-ton-

HIGHLAND PHARMACY

Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOAN8.

WANTED.

Sold by tha

The Chinese Reformer.
One more thing must lie rememberthe Chinese Reformer, with a
ed
capital K, is a dangerous animal. He
is the "Popocrat" in a country where
popocraey in power would be civil war
ii. Its worst form.
China and Japan are not on all
fours. In the old days Japan was being ruled by ignorant gentlemen, and
the ruled were a people with a nation
al feeling. In China the feeling Is for
the village or the clan where It Is not
tor the individual only, and the typ
ical official Is a gentleman in manner
only. He Is even more corrupt than
a New York policeman.
There are
honorable, very honorable, exceptions,
but these men must wink at corruption In others, and if they are highly
placed they can only guess at what
their subordinates are doing. The district magistrate here loses money; In
a year or two he will be transferred
to some smaller place In the west, I
expect, and will grow rich on a salary
that an American lu America would
starve on, and Ood help the people of
his district their only remedy is to
renei wnen things go too far.
The recent Honan trouble was only
local. Kaifeugu, where I spent some
days in the summer, has been whony,
or In part, exempt from taxation for
many years on account of a disastrous flood. The governor said he
would relmpose taxation. The people
said if he did they would burn down
the pustofflce (where I stayed) and
roast my friend Tollefsen in it. Others wanted loot on general principles.
The governor closed the city gates,
manned the walls, and for about the
first time in years drilled his troons.
Also he took off the tax. Thirty miles
oi telegraph wires were torn down
Purely local matter and nobody hurt,
except, perhaps, the governor.

ALBUQUERQUE

Want Ads, Furnish you
with rae.irc.ft3 and addresses
who are
of people
"Neccessary
to You Prosperity"

V

ALYARADO

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

ofto Citizen

For Invalids
Tourist and
School Children

5c3 for

BANK INSTITUTIONS

ss

FOR

On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSES RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200. Loans are quickly made and
strictly private. Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bjdg.
S15 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

REAL ESTATE
HOUSES

LOTS

RANCHES

For Sale By

ni

street.

FOR RENT Houses, three to five
rooms, modern, one furnisned; also
store rooms. W. H. McMillion, real
estate broker, 211 West Gold avenue.
house,
FOR RENT Nice, three-rooIves, the florist.
VOH RE.vT Kleaant furnished rooms
for gentleman only. Reasonable. 417
West Silver avenue.
FOR REN T Pleasant front rooms for
reasonable
housekeeping.
Rent
Close In. Corner of Sixth street and
Railroad avenue.
Port-RFTSaloon in eood location
in city; fixtures
and everything
ready lor business. Appiy to uon
solldated Liquor Co.
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms
at the Mineapolis house, with or
without housekeeping, $1 per week
and up. Albuquerque, N. M.
In Park
FOR RENT Apartments
'View terrace, eight rooms each;
steam heated, and all other modern
conveniences. H. H. lllton, room 19
Grant Block.
FOR RENT Cottages and cottage
ery nice'
flats, one to five rooms.
ly furnished, pianos, etc., to suit
tenants. Mrs. Norris, No. 110 East
Coal avenue, east end of viaduct.
m
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INTEREST

ALLOWED

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

DEPOSITS

BACON
REAL

&
ESTATE

205 West Gold

BASIIINSKY
AN3

nJSrjpF'-

and

Solicits

-

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. 8. Strickler. V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, .est. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. c. Baldridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. Crooiwell.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA & 8ANTA FE RY.

aaUKKWBRQCT, N. M.

LOANS

JOSHUA

. KAYNOUK
M. W. FLOTTRjfQY
FRANK MctCEB ...MMMM.ma
R. A. FROST
.

H. F. BAiTNOLM

....-...

Auto Phone 578

PROFESSIONAL

Facilities.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $160,000.00.

PORTERFIELD CO.
110 West Gold Ave.

CARDS

Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. 32 F street
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquer
que. N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.

ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Cron
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
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Aatkorla4 Oapttal
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Praftea

ZtoposKorj far Atckfcse, Toyelce,
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Cahlr

Cashier
Dirssssr
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am
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Preaid
President
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$09 ,KH 4
169,mx

Fe Railway Com pair

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

........

CAPITAL,
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, .

.

$100,000.00
.
22,000.00

DENTISTS.

J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surnean.
15
Rooms
and lfi. Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
man.
Edmund J. Alger. D. D. S.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:- - p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to & p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
polntments made by mall.
DR.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts of the Wond

We Want Your

Banking Business

DIRECTORS

O. N. Matron. Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. MIera.
D. H. earns. J. A. Weinman.
F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.

PHYSICIANS.
DR. R. L. HUST.
Office,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
6--

Tuberculosis
treated with High
Frequency Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. tn.. Trained
nurse In attendance. Both 'phones,
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115
A. BORDERS.
Commercial Club Building. Black
and White Hearse, $5.

ARCHITECTS.
TOR SALE.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walllng- building,
ford. Rooms 46 47,
FOR SALE One No. 1 hand Sharpies Albuquerque, N. M. Barnett
Both 'phones.
tubercular cream separator, at a
CIVIL ENGINEER.
bargain. Loudon s Jersey Farm
Colorado Phone Red 92.
J. R. Farwell.
FOR SALE Second baud, two- - seated
Room 23, N. T. Armijo building.
spring wagon, buggy and harness.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
W. H. McMillion, 211 West Gold avenue.
ef
K. D. Maddlson.
Thos.
See" H. S
FOR SALE Family-horsOffice witih W. B. Chllders, 117 West
Knight.
Gold avenue.
ioW SALE" WrhTfure" offlve room
RODERICK STOVErt, E. E.
house. I, all at 114 South Arno street
Sale commences Tuesday Sept. 4.
Electrical and Mechanical Engineer,
FOR SALE My general store. Rare
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
cnance for someone to secure an Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
established business.
Address ' 906 west Railroad avenue. Auto
M.. PueUitOR. N. M.
matic 'phone, 179.
FOR SAl,E bicycle and general
EXAMINER OF TITLES.
shop with fine set of tools;
good paying business.
Porterfleld
H. R. WHITING,
.:o., no Gold avenue.
No. 119 South Second Street, First
FOR SALE
A Uanusome Harduian
National Bank building.
piano, in fine condition and almost
Albuquerque, N. M.
new, at a bargain. For particu
Examiner and abstracter of land
lars, can at this omce.
titles, Including those of Spanish and
FOR SALE Five Jersey miik cows. Mexican origin.
15 Jersey heifers, a
and
Mrs. Bambini, ai her parlors, No.
one Jersy bull; reigstered stock;
also nouse for rent. 1500 South 209 West Railroad avenue, Is prepared to give thorough scalp treatJohn fctreet.
ment, do hair dressing, trat corns,
bOR SALt; A well established
l
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
merchandise store, doing, good gives massage treatment and manicurousiness, in good country town; ing. Mrs. Bambini's 'own preparation
good reasons for selllne:
store
complexion cream builds up the
building and dwelling for rent or of
skin and Improves the complexion,
sale. p. ii. box 218.
and Is guaranteed not to be injurious.
FOR SALE The Minneapolis House, She also prepares a hair tonic that
a
bargain.
at
Must be sold. Forty' cures and prevents dandruff and hair
rooms,
all newly furnished, falling out; restores lite to dead hair;
fur
painted and papered. The best pay removes moles, warts and superfluous
ing property in Albuquerque. Any hair. Also
face powder, a freckle
offer acceptable. Call or address C. cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
D. Warde, the Minneapolis House All of the3e preparations are pureiy
Albuquerque, N. M.
vegetable compounds. Have just adFOR
SALE General
merchandise ded a vibrator machine for treatment
business on the El Paso and South- of scalp, faco and cure of wrinkles.
western in eastern New Mexico. It is also used for rheumatism, pains
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine op and massage
o
portunity for right party. Can ex
plain good reason for selling. lo
Well Worth Trying.
cality healthiest in New Mexico. Ad
W. H. Brown, the popular pension
dress Inquiries to this p&rer.
attorney, of Plttsfleld, Vt., says: Next
to a pension, the best thing to get is
LOST.
Dr. King's New Life Pills. He writes:
LOST A National bicycle; was taken "They keep my family iu splendid
from Ellis' opera house yesterday health." Quick cure for Headache,
25c.
Any one finding same will please Constipation and Biliousness.
return to store of
tiller Ac Hen Guaranteed by all druggists.
o
Janiin.
A Citizen Want ad does the work.
Try a Citlsen Want ad.
Try one.

3
Grocers

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

Wholesale

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
THE QUESTION IS THE PLUMBER
not the value of plumbing. Our work
is warmly commended by those who
have had the most difficult and intricate Jobs to be done, proof positive of
our knowledge, skill, carefulness, conMay
we have the
scientiousness.
pleasure of classing you with our
Estimates cheerfully given
on all kinds or plumbing work.
We carry the finest line of garden
hose In the city.

re-pa- lr

gen-era-

SAYINGS

ON

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

LAWYERS.

RENT Kitchen, dining room
and bed room, $15 per month. The
soutn secMinneapolis House,
ond street. Albuquerque. N. M.
rRTTTENT Two furnished rooms
for light housekeeping; front porcn,
nicely screened. 415 North Sixth

Capital and surplus, $100,000

MONEY to LOAN

RENT.

FOR

NEW MEXICO

Standard Plumbing; and Heating Co.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.

Colo., Red 284.

t00000000
I,, S. PUTNEY

ESTABLISHED

"OLD RELIABLE."

THE WHOLESALE

1873.

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest-

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

moaoajoax

AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

txotoooooooooooooo
sT.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more. Iools best, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDiNu PAPER Always in stock. Plaster. Lime. Cement, Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEX.

SHER.uAN-WILLIAM-

0

I
S

I
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A Free Auto Ride to University Heig Huts

STAND TOUGH TESTS
Republican Differences Have
Been Healed in the Little
State of Delaware.
FOR PROTECTION

EVENING

Five years from now and you would not know it was the same Albuquerque. The Heights will be the aristocratic residence section
of the city. jMjM Better buy some of those beautiful fifty-folots at from $25.00 to $150.00 per lot; $5.00 down $5.00 per month. No
'
interest, and you will double your money
ot

University Heights Improvement Co., Owners

OF BIRDS

Usual Number of Reunions mong
Families. Business Lines
and Old Soldiers.

Down Town Office 119 South Second Street

First National Bank Building
S0

6. The
Washington. D. C. Sept.
board of naval officers detailed for
EVENTS IN
the purpose of determining upon
program for submarine tests and trials
hereafter, has held one or two sessions and has discussed the subject In
a preliminary way. 'It Is purposed to
devise a means of testing the relative qualities of rival submarines,
with a view of obtaining in the next
Events in American history
lot of boats of that type purchased
the dates of September
for the naval service, a vessel which
shall represent a decided ImproveThe
ment on the existing boats.
board is preparing to go into such September 2
questions as structural features and
44 B. C Cicero delivered the first
the special equipment, such as the
of his speeches against Mark
method of observation when the boat
Antony, whlcn have been called
is below the surface of the water.
his "Philllpcs."
Another subject which is to be taken 1504 Columbus takes final leave of
up is that of machinery, In the hope
"Hlspanola," the country which
that there may be some development
he had discovered, and sails for
by the Installation of a motive powei-whicSpain.
will increase the radius of ac- 166G London, in the throes of her
to
as
will
be
determined
also
tion. It
awful plague, experiences great
whether the ability of the submarine
fire, which destroys 400 streets,
away
from
sea
at
Itself
to maintain
13,200 houses and 89 churches
may
Increased.
supplies
be
of
the base
and the plague!
question
is to be taken 1701 A court of chancery Is organiStill another
up Is that which has to do with the
sed for New York.
accommodations for officers, and crew 1754 Grand Cairo, Egypt, experimay
on board, to the end that there
ences a most destructive earthbe greater comfort while occupants of
quake, resulting In at least
the submarine are Imprisoned within
40,000 deaths.
the hull. The use of the submarine 1775 George Washington begins to
in connection with the coast defense
commlsion war vessels.
bas added to its practical value and 180G Avalanche or land slide on the
Switzerthe board will make a good special
Rossberg mountain,
report with a view to the employment
land, kills 800 people.
of the submarines as an adjunct to 1861 The Kentucky legislature votes
submarine mining and other forms of
to arm the state against Invasnnder water defense of the harbors.
ion by either federal or confedThere are t wo completed boats in riverate forces.
alry and a third will soon be offered, 1862 General George B. McClellan
w hich la promised to be a remarkable
appointed to command the deImprovement over all previous types
fenses of Washington.
offered.
1862
Martial law leclared at Cincinnati.
REGULAR
AND
UNION
1864
General Sherman enters AtREPUBLICANS MEETING.
lanta, ending the siege of more
Dover, Del., Sept. 6. The joint rethan three weeks.
publican state convention of the
union republicans and the regular re- September 3
publicans met yesterday afternoon. 1191 Crusaders under Richard, Couer
d'Llou defeat Saladln's army In
Through the efforts of Senator Allee
Ball a compromise
the battle of Ascalon.
and
was effected some time ago, and har- 1544 Valparaiso, Chile, founded ly
mony once more restored between the
Pedro de Valdtvla.
warring factions of the party. The 1609 Henry Hudson lands in lower
New York Bay, behind Sandy
convention was called for the purpose
Hook.
of nominating a candidate for congress and candidates for state treas- 1752 New style of calendar adopted;
September 3 becomes Septemurer and auditor of accounts. The
ber 14 in England and Tier coloconvention will also select a new
nies.
state committee of twelve members.
The restoration of harmony In the 1763 Vessels from Niagara compel
Pontine to abandon his siege of
republican party has greatly improved
Detroit.
the prospects at the coming election.
1779
French fleet under D'Estaing
arrives on the Savannah river.
TO PROTECT BIRDS AND
GAME IN LONE STAR STATE. 1783 Definite treaty with Great Britain, recognizing the independWaco, Texas, Sept. 6. An important
of the United States, signence
promeeting called in the interest of
Paris.
ed
in
game
in this state
tecting birds and
1852
Brevet Colonel Robert E. Lee
will meet in the rooms of the Busiof West
made superintendent
nessmen's Club this afternoon. SevPoint Military Academy.
eral hundred delegates of the various 1866 President Johnson's reconstrucAudubon societies of this state, reption policy condemned by a conresentatives of gun clubs and man)
vention held in Philadelphia.
citizens not officially connected with 1902 President Roosevelt narrowly
any movement for the protection of
escaped from ueath near Pitts-field- ,
birds and game, but Interested In the
his coach being struck by
matter, have come together here to
a trolley car and Secret Service
some
devise
meeting
and
the
attend
Agent Craig killed.
plan for achieving the ends of the
movement. It is expected that a com- September 4
mittee will be appointed to draft a 1565 Pedro Menendez, sent by Spain
bill for the protection of birds and
to extirpate the Hugenots In
game in this state, which the next
Florida, appears off Port Royal,
legislature will be urged to pass.
S. C; he retires and begins to
build at San Augustine.
1776
A grave digger at Zurich poisLIQUOR DEALERS OF NEW
YORK HOLD MEETING.
oned the sacramental wine, killing only eight persons outright,
Syracuse, N. Y., Sept. 6. The anbut grievously Injuring muny
nual contention of the Liquor Dealers' association of the state of New 1S40 others.
A riot against abolitionists and
York, which opened here yesterday,
negroes occurs at Cincinnati on
informally, held its first regular busithe 4 in and 5th.
ness session here today. There are
nearly five hundred delegates present, 1853 Galena and Chicago railroad.
121 miles long, is opened for
representing more than 27,000 retail
traffic.
liquor dealers In all parts of the state.
The convention represents an Indus- 1862 General Lee invades Maryland,
crossing the Potomac river at
try that pays annually more than
of Rocks.
$7,000,00 to the state and has more 1886 Point
Apaches under Chief Geronlmo
enemies than any other Industry. As
surrender to General Miles at
n
element In various
the
sections of the state have been par- 1898 Skeleton Canyon, Ariz.
Madame Dreyfus appealed to
ticularly active during the past year,
French government for a rethe convention promises to be of more
vision of her husband's court-martithan ordinary Importance, as steps
proceedings.
for the protection of the interests of 1 9m)
Chinese peace commissioners
the liquor trade will be discussed.
appointed to negotiate with tne
foreign powers in possession of
ALDEN DESCENDANTS MEET
Pekln.

UTERES!!

formance. Think we would give the
matter some attention ourselves.
Hence the Indicator most cordially

"HELLO" BELL HAS
WIRELESS AIRSHIP

J. D. Eakln, President.
O. Glotnl, Vice President.

invites all those who have money to
take a turn on the rail Just below the
omce.
It is good exercise, and we especially .advise It for those who have
means and can afford the gentle pastime. West Lafayette (O.). Indicator.

f

Plymouth, Mass., Sept. 6 The de- September 5
scendants of John Alden and Pris-clll- 1655 Peter Stuyvesant
sails from
Mullins Alden met yesterday
New York with 600 men against
at the Church of the Pilgrims in
the Swedes on the Delaware.
honor of thg memory of their famous 1752 First play produced in America
by a regular company of comeancestors and to hold their sixth an
the
nual reunion. An interesting literary
dians at Wi!llamsburg(
program has been arranged for the
then) capital of Virginia. It
meeting and several interesting his
was the "Merchant of Venice,"
torical papers were read. Dinner was
and Ixmis liallam, making his
served in the vestry of the church
first appearance at this per.
It is reported that the $2,000 necesformance, was
sary to acquire the old Alden home- 1775 Kxile of Acadlans from Nova
stead In Duxbury have been raised
Scotia announced.
and that the house and grounds be- 1768 One thousand lives lost and
longing to it will be carefully preserv4.0IM) houses destroyed bv a cyed as an hlstric monument to the disclone at Havana.
tinguished Pilgrim ancestors of the 1774 First Continental congress met
Alden family.
hall,
in Carpenters'
stage-struck-

SURVIVORS OF FULLER'S

1774

BRIGADE IN SESSION.
Columbus, O., Sept. 6. The surviv- 1781

ing members of the famous Fuller's
Ohio Brigade are holding their annual
reunion at the council chamber in thig
city today. Major Charles H. Smith, 1795
of Cleveland, the president of the organization, called the meeting to, order und the first vice president,
Captain H. C. Evans, of this city, welcomed the visiting members. An Interesting program has been arranged
for the reunion, which will close with 1813
the annual dinner in the. evening. Fuller's Prieade did valuable service in
the Civil War. serving largely In Kan-ha- s
anl Missouri, and later in Mississ 153
ippl.
The number of survivors has
greatly dwindled during the last few
years.
1S73

Try a Citizen want advertisement.

Gage, at Boston, erects
fortifications on 'The Neck."
Admiral Graves arrives in the
Chesapeake bay and a
battle ensues off the
capes.
Duvld Humphries negotiates a
treaty of peace with the Hey ot
Algiers by which, for :!4."" a
year, American shipping is to
enjoy Immunity from Algerian
pirates; arouses great IndignaGen.

two-hou-

rs

tion.

The British brig Hoxor surrenders to the American biig Enterprise, after a battle off the
coast of Maine.
Death of George I'olmlexti-r- ,
second governor of Mississippi
who In 1811 In a duel killed
Abijah Hunt.
England settles Alabama claims
in the sum of $15,5oo,ono.
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Wines, Liquors & Cigars
We keep everything in
stock to outfit the most fastidious bar complete

THE ICEMAN

Have been appointed exclusive agents
In the Southwest for
JOS. 8oHLIT2,
WM. LEMP AND
ST. LOUIS A. B. C
BREWERIES.

In a kitchen bright and neat
maiu in stocking feet
Did rassle with a, lot of pots and pans;

She was singing at her task,
Which was more than you would
ask
From one who wore no Jewels on her
hands.
Oh, vermilllon was her hair
And her face was almost fair,
And this she sing as she began to
dance:

t

YELLOWSTONE,
GREEN RIVER,
W. H. McBRA ER'S
CEDAR BROOK,
LOUIS HUNTER,
T. J. MONARCH,
And other standard

too numerous to m

CHORUS.

He loves me; though an iceman, his
heart's to me not cold;
I'd sooner have his love than tons
and tons of gold.
Some day we may be wed (but that Is

pounds, and .ifter this had been
demonstrated, Prof. Bell's only problem was to get a motive, power sufficient to drive it at least 18 miles n
hour. He has apparently succeeded
with the wireless method. A
engine driving two propellers
200 revolutions a minute he thinks
will enable the ship to proceed against
the wind. Before the wind It is probable that the machine would make 40
milts an hour with little effort.

Invite John D., Also.
A man In business in the West
building remarked that be bad picked
up, quite a number of pennies that
day from under the iron hitching post
in front of bis store. He accounted
for the same by the fact that the rail
was a favorite with the little loys
for turning themselves over In a man

ner which in Juvenile circles Is known
as skinning-the-cat- .
Of course, pennies are all right;
they make dollars. But we were Just
thinking if Bill Gorsellne, John Kiss-neJimmie Rogers and some few
on that rail
others should
there would be more inducement to
look over the ground after the 'per

OHIO

new-fangle- d

fENNSTDANlA

WAS FOUND DEAD
ALONG

1

700

r,

skln-the-c-

St. Michael's College
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

SANTA FE,

'

CHORUS.

Pror. Alex. Bell, Inventor of the
telephone, is experimenting up in Canada with a
airship. It
Is operated by wireless electrical energy supplied from the arth.
A short preliminary test has been
made with success, and Prof. Bell is
arranging for a "fly" from Toronto to
London, Ont whlcn, It is believed,
will be a severe and convincing test.
Prof. Bell '8 machine differs materially from those of Santos-Dumon- t
and Prof. Langley. It Is a kite, not a
balloon, nor an aeroplane.
Its lifting power is estimated to be

tion.

But sell the straight article as received by us from the best Wineries,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect onr
Stock end Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
issued to dealers only.

Just then there came a thump
The iceman slid a lump
Of congealed water in upon the floor;
Just one kiss from her lips,
From the book a dozen slips
He snatched, neglecting strangely to
take more.
She slipped htm half a pie.
As he bid ner then "good-by.- "
And she warbled as he skldooed
through the door:

2

brands of whiskies

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS

on the dead) ;
He loves me, though an Iceman, for
so I have been told.

'

Liquor Co.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

A

4i

ROADSIDE

FORTY-EIGHT-

Word reached Artesla of the finding
of the dead body of a man on a prairie between that place and Lake Arthur. He proved one Flourney Morris, who recently came to that community from Texas, and has been engaged in hauling fruit from Hope to
Artesla. He bad been In Artesla several days, drinking heavily, and started to Lake Arthur with a load of fruit.
He was known to have had a shotgun
in bis wagon and it is presumed that
shot himself while
he accidentally
under the Influence of whisky. His
body was found on the roadside badly
mutilated. The wagon was wrecked
and both horses carried several shot.
The Advocate understands that tile
body was Interred at Lake Arthur. It
is said that Morris was a brother of
Morris brothers, well known breeders
of fine horses In Gillespie county,
Texas, and It is said he was formerly
a Baptist preacher.
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BRO. E. LEWIS. PRESIDENT
THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
'

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex FlintkGle

First and Marqoette

Roofing

Alfeaqaerqtie, New Mexico

Ke04a0
AS A SPECIAL

INDUCEMENT

to those who are anxious to have
gas range, yet are postponing buying
till next rear, we are making this
unique offer, good till August 20.
Detroit Jewel Ga Range No. 62-1Terms, $3 cash and 14 a
month for four months.
Detroit Jewel Gas Range, No. 25-1$22.60.
Terms, $5 cash and $3.60 a
month for five months.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each p jchaser of a range will
be given, free, one year's subscription to one of the following magazines
The Delineator, Good Housekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
exceptional offer will be closed after
Monday, August 20th.
$21.00.

What JoyThey Bring!

al

CHURCH.

..
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anti-saloo-

AT PLYMOUTH

Jamaican

t,nmDeriin

I

Treasurer.

Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.

Lady Speaks Highly of
cougn Remedy.
Mrs. Michael Hart, wife of the superintendent of Cart Service at Kingston, Jamaica, West Indies Islands,
says that she has for some years used
Cough Remedy for
Chamberlain's
coughs, croup and whooping cough
and has found It very beneficial. She
has implicit confidence In It and would
not be without a bottle of It in her
home. Sold by all druggists.
A

Cbas. Mellnl, Secretary

O. Bachechl,

Consolidated

2-- 6,
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To Every Home

as with joyous hearts and smiling faces they romp and play when la health
and how conducive to health the games in which they indulge, the outdoor
life they enjoy, the cleanly, regular habits they should be taught to form and
the wholesome diet of which they should partake. How tenderly their health
should be preserved, not by constant medication, but by careful avoidance of
every medicine of an injurious or objectionable nature" and if at any time a
remedial agent is required, to assist nature, only those of known excellence
should be used; remedies which are pure and wholesome and truly beneficial
in effect, like the pleasant laxative remedy, Syrup of Figs, manufactured byv
the California Fig Syrup Co. Syrup of Figs has come into general favor in
many millions of well informed families, whose estimate of its quality and
excellence is based upon personal knowledge and use.
Syrup of Figs has also met with the approval of physicians generally, because they know it is wholesome, simple and gentle in its action. We inform
all reputable physicians as to the medicinal principles of Syrup of Figs, obtained,
by an original method, from certain plants known to them to act most beneficially and presented in an agreeable syrup in which the wholesome Californian
blue figs are" used to promote the pleasant taste; therefore ii is not a secret remedy and hence we are free to refer to all well informed physicians, who do not
approve of patent medicines and never favor indiscriminate
Please to remember and teach your children also that the genuine Syrup
of Figs always has the full name of the Company
California Fig Syrup Co.
plainly printed on the front of every package and that it is for sale in
bottles of one size only. If any dealer offers any other than the regular Fifty
cent size, or having printed thereon the name of any other company, do net
accept it.. If you fail to get the genuine you will not get its beneficial effects.
Every family should always have a bottle on hand, as it is equally beneficial
ror tne parents ana the children, whenever a laxative remedy is required.
self-mediiti-
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The Albuquerqua Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
CORNER 4th AND GOLD

0Os0)C00
J. H. O'REILLY & CO.

'LEADING DRUGGISTS"
Mall Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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U
The national house of representatives, whirl)
assemble
will
not
le fleeted throughout In November,
until he first Monday In December, 1907. or more than
a year after their' election. They will serve during the
wo remaining years of President Roosevelt's term, closing their labors tdmultaneously with the close of his
labors on the 4th day of March, 1909.
To Insure the success of the remainder of his administration It Is Important that he have a congress that
is in sympathy with him. The senate Is and will continue to be reliably republican. Much has been accomplished by tho present congress, which will enter upon
its short session in December next. During this short
session, which must close at noon on the 4th of March
next, but little more can be accomplished thnn the pas-paof the usual appropriation bills and the completion
of such proposed legislation as has been Teported from
the committees. Whatever new or additional legislation
may be necessary to carry out the suggestions of the
concerning trusts, monopolies and such
president
changes of tariff schedules as may be found necessary,
will have to be done by the congress to be elected this
fall.
it is for this reason that the republican party Is
making President Roosevelt the national issue. As Secretary Taft suit! yesterday. In his speech at Bath, Maine:
We are nearly half way through the second administration of Mr. Roosevelt. The question before the
people of this country is whether, having elected Mr.
RooRevelt, by an overwhelming majority, to continue as
the chief executive for another term, and having made
him and his party responsible for the national policies
adopted, both In legislative and in execute e matters,
they shall now, by electing a democratic congress, express disapproval of his past course and a wane of confidence In his future action. It has been suggested at
times, as if it were a ground for criticising the republican party and the congressmen who now go back to
their constituents for a judgment upon their course, that
they propose to make Mr. Roosevelt the Issue in this
campaign. They do propose to make Mr. Roosevelt the
Issue In this campaign, becau.se he Is the issue; not In
has
said
in
what
he
but
what he has
done and what the party has upheld him in
doing. The republican majority In the house and senate
have loyally accepted Mr. Roosevelt's leadership, hnve
approved his recommendations, and have- stood by him
In formulating into legislation that which should enable
him to carry out his poller. Is it wonderful, then, that
the republican party asks, and the republican memlers
of the house of representatives ask. that the electors or
the country In determining whether a republican or democratic mnjortty shall appear in the next house of representatives, shall make their decision turn on the question, "Do we approve the courss of Theodore Roosevelt
as president of the United States, or do we disapprove
ge

'

It?"

Here In New Mexico the same issue will be made.
and though as a territory we can have no voice In the
selection of the members of congress, we can, by our
overwhelming voe for joint statehood, join the nation
at large in endorsing President Roosevelt, one of whoso
pet purposes Is the admission of New Mexico and Arizona as one state.

It remains to be said of Mr. Ilryan and of President
Roosevelt that they nre men of the highest personal
character. In every relation In the social nnd domestic
sphere they measure up to lofty standards of Integrity
and purity. Hut It Is necessary to differentiate between
the statesman as a personality apart from hid official
duties and the statesman viewed absolutely as a public
man
policies and principles.
representing
certain
Mr. Roosevelt's honesty and sincerity have not been
questioned.
President Roosevelt, as the originator of
policies, as the guide of public opinion, as the arbiter of
legislation by congress, has been often Inconsistent, has
sometimes sacrificed the substance for the shallow Tor
something much less thnn the public expected. He has
ridden roughshod over the constitution and tradition and
he has aroused fear among a very large clement of the
American people that he is not afraid or unwilling to
carry his Innovations Tar beyond the danger point. His
policy In respect to Tannma 'and Santo Domingo was not
the policy of a president guided by a scrupulous regard
for the constitution.
Mr. Roosevelt, therefore, has only himself to blame
if many of his fellow citizens question the sincerity of
his professions of reverence for the law. It may be that
a certain passion for doing things Is responsible for the
Impetuosity with which he adopts questionable means to
accomplish certain ends. It may be that personally he
detests politicians with low and cunning methods of Influencing elections and legislation. Yet Mr. Roosevelt
has never wholly detached himself from such Influences.
The late Senator Quay, of Pennsylvania, was Identified
with the most demoralizing practices In politics. Senator riatt, of New York, has never stood for anything elevating In public life. Yet the seal of the president's
condemnation was not. placed upon either of thesepoll-tlclnn- s.
It Is undeniable that the public patronage has
Regardless
been used for practical political purposes.
of the fact that Mr. Roosevelt's sincerity In private life
is not questioned by his political opponents, his official
acts contrasted with his professions as a civil service
reformer, as a respecter of the law and the constitution
raise more than a reasonable doubt as to his absolute
sincerity as a public official.
Each of these men is ambitious, each aspires to control his party, and to stand in the limelight of public
office. Each has his peculiar merits and each his limitations and defects of character.
There Is often a method in Mr. Roosevelt's seeming impetuosity a calculating shrewdness In what tase-ba- ll
people call spectacular plays to the grandstand. Mr.
Bryan Is really more open and direct, but he has been
in the past less amenable to reason nnd argument.
Mr.
Roosevelt respects the laws nnd the constitution as long
as they do not stand in the way of a pet project 'and tries
to leap over them in cowboy fashion when they do. Mr.
Brynn would be safer In such matters from the standpoint of tradition and law. but when jt comes to accomplishing resulls nis obstinacy might stand in the way ot
a reasonable as well as an unreasonable compromise, to
either of which the Rooseveltian mind lends Itself In an
extremity. Mr. Roosevelt prefers Jumping over a fence
if he can, but he will creep under it if he must. Mr.
Bryan heretofore has been willing only to surmount It
in his own way, and has seemed to prefer defeat. of his
own party to the sacrifice of his own Ideas.
Perhaps
time and travel have taught him wisdom. But, as revealed by the public records of these two men, their
portraits present the leading characteristics here roughly sketched.
Editorial in the Baltimore Sun.
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STATEHOOD
TAOS
JUSTICE BREWER VIEWS
.
yesterday,
Dr. T. P. Martin of Taos.. In Santa Fe
$ '
PROSPECTS, OF PARTIES
said to a New Mexican reporter that he believed that
O0XXXX0XKXK0XXXXXKXXXX0KXB
with proper work lh presenting the benefits that will ac-

crue from the adoption of the Hamilton statehood law
Of course, no one holds Justice Brewer to strict
the citizens of Taos will give a majority In favor of joint technial responsibility for his opinions Issued informally
by

arfti-jolstatehood. Some work has been done
statehood men who have sent out literature in which
they have informed the native born voters that ttiey
would be disfranchised, would not be allowed to act as
Jurors and would be kept from voting and could not
hold office under the new state government, should joint
statehood carry, because the constitution would require
that they should understand, speak and read the English
language before exercising their rights and privileges as
citizens. This has caused some apprehension, but can
be counteracted by the friends of Joint statehood if they
distribute literature In the Spanish language throughout
the precincts.
Dr. Martin said: "Our people are very anxious to
have the best of schools and are endeavoring to give
their children a fair education and a good knowledge of
the English language. This sentiment is growing and
will be fell In favor of statehood as soon as It Is fully
understood that five millions of dollars in cash add
thirty millions of acres of public lands will be donated
to the new state for the support of its public school system. This is a very important point and should not be
forgotten by those who will have the campaign In
charge."
Speaking of himself the doctor said: "Since I have
been a resident of New Mexico, I have favored separate
statehood for the territory, but 1 have come to the conclusion that as joint statehood is the only thing that
can be had, it will be best for our people and for all
concerned to support Joint statehood and attain it. II
possible, at the earliest possible date. I am qne of
those who do not care to wait; I want to see something
tangible In the statehood line now. I have worked tot
this for seventeen years and want to achieve statehood
as soon as possible."

as to political questions not presented to his study in
any specific case arising In the supreme court. These
opinions are essentially in the nature of obiter dicta.
But the justice is a man of ripe years, he has been seventeen years on the supreme bench, he has by native
adaptation and long training the gift of impartial judgment! and what he has to say of current politics and political personalities is, inevitably, Interesting. Therefore
we note a few remarks recently made iy him to a correspondent of the World in Kansas City.
In the first place, he gives full credit to the entire
good faith of Mr. Roosevelt In announcing that he will
not again stand for the office of president.
"Mr. Roosevelt will not run again, from a standpoint
of honor. He believes in the Washlngtonlan principle
that a president should have but two terms, though
technically Mr. Roosevelt has had but one. But he has
stated through villous mediums that he will not again
be a candidate, ind any man who knows Mr. Roosevelt
knows that he means what he says, and does not say
what he does not mean. I should be most wonderfully
astounded to see him enter the race again."
That is the view one would expect a Judge to take
of a pledge voluntarily given and publicly repeated.
In
these circumstances. Justice Brewer says: "I think, al
though not speaking as one with authority, that Mr.
Roosevelt Is pushing forward Secretary Taft as his suci
cessor," and he adds:
"He is honest, sincere, fearless, Just as much so a
Rooevelt. Again, he Is a popular man with the people.
He does things, out he does them in a somewhat different way. He. if president, would have less friction. He
is not quite as Impulsive and as decisive as Roosevelt.
But he would make a great president. He is a remarkable man. He Is a man of the people."Coming from a man in Justice Brewer's pos'tlon,
deeply Interested, of course, In the possibility of Mr.
THING OF THE PAST
Taft going on the supreme bench, and presumably unH. O. Iiursum has been thoroughly vindicated from usually informed as to that possibility, these words in
the attempted smirching of his character by a Colorado dicate, as we have already pointed out, that the aspir
accountant.
ants for the republican nomination will huve to keep ah
His character and reputation vindicated him at the eye on the secretary of war. It is true that he will have
first to all who knew him. His great work for the pen- trouble in securing the delegation from his own state
itentiary and through that for the taxpayers of the terri and that failure in that is traditionally fatal. Hut the
tory, vindicates him to all who are capable of unpreju- tradition is not infallible. Cleveland won in spite of it
diced thought. His manly letter and the partisan, un- in 1892. and Mr. Taft, with his likeness to Mr. Roosevelt
fair and false report of the accountant are ample vindi- in many ways, and with the influence of Mr. Roosevelt
cation to those candid minds which have the ability to really
him, might defy it with safety. Certainly
draw logical conclusions from Irrefutable premises. The the party could go .further and fare worse.
reports of the penitentiary board during his seven years
Justice Brewer has a cheerful word to say about the
incumbency of the office of suieriiitendeut are ample' prospects ot the country as shown in Its possible or
vindication. And last, but by no means least, the en- probable candidates for the presidency. Turning to the
dorsement of the leaders of his party, coming from every democratic side, he remarks:
' Bryan is holiest, innately so.
section of the territory, Is a vindication which can bu'.
The people believe
satisfy the most exacting.
him sincere, whether or not thev differ from him on po
The accountant episode is therefore past. It Is litical issues. His long standing with his party at the
closed. It is a thing of the
It is true that tho high place which he occupies, proves that fact conclusturkey buzzards of the press will hover on reluctaut ively. If Bryan were chosen president there would ,,t!
wing over the place where they had so fondly hoped to no need of fearing Wliite house scandal. He would asfeast on a putrid carcubs. Hut even they must flop their sociate about him in office Just such men as has Rooselay way to some other suspected muck hole. As far as velt men in whom he believes, men he thinks square
the respectable people of the territory are concerned the and honest. Other kind of talk is silly. One has to stop
penitentiary investigation episode has gone glimmering but a moment and think of the men who are at the forethrough the things that were, a schoolboy's tale, the front In party leadership on both sides."
wonder of an hour.
There is a slight intimation here that honest leaders are somewhat morn rare in American political conPortland Oregonlan: We have reform schools for tests than in reality our history shows them to have
wayward children, which doubtless do the best they been, bill the optimism is sound enough. It is likely,
can. Hut If there could be reform schools for parents moreover, that the fear of the country "going to the
there would be little or no need of reform schools for bowwows" is not sincerely felt by many citizens, und is
Delinquent parents are to blame for delin- encouraged chiefly by a few who have a patent for prechildren.
quent children in nine cases out of ten. If parents venting such a catastrophe. New York Times.
would do their duty, If they could be forced by state,
church, society, press, public opinion or the whips and
POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
scorns of the time, to realize their responsibility for the
Isn't dyspepsia a food product?
Go to the gas meter, thou sluggard; consider 'its
children they have brought Into the world then there
would be uo ned of the state reform school. The par- ways and become busy.
1'eople are fond of telling their imaginary troubles,
ents would keep that school. Its course of instruction
would be pdmonitory and preventive. It Is seldom that a but not their real ones.
child brought up In the right way by the parents will
If you want a woman to take your advice, pretend
Afterward take the wrong way.
to be handing it to someone else. Chicago News.

Fall Opening of Boys' and Youth's Clothing

THE JAFFA

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

Grocery Comp'y, I
"Good Things to Eat'

A Word to Mothers
Our idea of success is to give each purchaser of Boys'
and Children's Clothing such careful attention and
conscientious service that her full satisfaction will
merit continued patronage.

St rawbernes

again on the market and
receiving the choicest
variety grown in Southern California. We receive EVER If
DAY FRESH SHIPMENTS DIRECT from the patches in Iced
are

we are

Our idea of what the best Juvenile Clothing
s uld be is expressed in the extensive line of suits
and overcoaU tor small and larger boys, ranging in age from 2 to 17 years. The
garments will speak for the correctness of our standard if you will come and see
them, and the courtesy and attention you receive will win your approval of cur
methods. You will be welcome at our store always.
YTRAGdorjj

crates.
Place your orders early each
day as the supply Is limited.

PEACHES

Fine

Both free stone and Cling stone
are now at their prime and If
you are going io preserve or
pickle some don't delay longer.
Place your orders wth us. Both
price and quality are the best.

5
IN THE BAKERY

' '

Why we can sell you
cheaper than our com-

We are growing every day in
Oils department. Every day we
make more goods and they are
always sold. Tnere Is a reason
We
for this. It is QUALITY.
guarantee the quality of every
article made by us to be as good
as pure ingredients and skilled
labor can make it. Ulve us a
trial In this department. Our
goods will surely please you.
Try our Krack Krram Bread
i.lso our Fancy Layer Cakes
Jelly Rolls
Cream Pull's
Cnocola.e Squares
Coffee Cakes
Cinnamon Rclls, etc.

petitors.

First. We are in our
own building don't pay
$300 a month rent.
Second. We buy entirely in car lots lowest
prices; biggest discounts.
Third. We pay cash
.
every invoice coming
into our store for the past
ten years has been discounted.

Jaffa Grocery Co.
"Good Things to

Fourth.

Fat"

KEY

ARE RECEIVED.

in the furniture
years understand it in every detail,-wh- ere

twenty-fiv- e

O. W. STRONG'S SONS

Organ Recital

FURNITURE, CARPETS
DRAPERIES.

&mm&

To be or not to be; that SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS

AT THE

is the question.

Presbyterian Church
at IB

Whether

j

'tis nobler in the end to suffer the
cares that poverty brings us or to
succeed in life by starting a bank
account and by regular deposits
become
To the man who is wise and
careful, there is only one way to
succeed. The one way is to make
a start by opening a bank account;
even if it is small at firSt, it will
grow. You will enjoy watching it
grow.
A bank account is an excellent
help to the man with a determination to save his money.

R. M.

: Faywood

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.
RELIEVES PAIN.

well-to-d-

Thursday,

September
6, 1906
DR. MINOR

0. BALDWIN
BANK

THE

We keep the quality
up to the highest.
by using

tical cleaners and pressors.
Trench Dry and Steam Cleaning a specialty.
Second Hand Clothing bought
and sold.
Plumes, fancy work and Iaces
dyed any coior.

of

our bread

This

is possible

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FIRST

See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.

000000CC000

A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. S. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS TO
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE

HOLLENBBCK MOTEL
Los

Albuquerque

to

JemvM vtery day
In the Drrk

Hunday.

STA G

re

Andrea

rect from Italy.
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
Remember, we handle the best
meats and a full line of choice groceries.

P. MATTEUCCI
DEALER IN
Men's, Women's and Children's Fine Shoes
--

iHuriitttttHii

103 North

DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.

THE BEST IN TOWN

mm

$1.50

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY
FARM
Red

rirat Btraat

Colo.

if NOTICE TO SUMMER WANDERERS.
-

LOCATION

New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
feel at home In our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.

Per Gallon

First Gats Repairing a Specialty
All Work Guaranteed

No.

MATTEUCCI.

to

at

Mark-

et, 21 n. bold
Jtenue.

Champion Grocery and Meat Market
Cor. Seventh and Tljeras
A choice line of Imported Goods Di

and attention

at
1

.just urccKivrcn
at the

is appreciated.
Courtesy
is a pleasure to us.

CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.

207 SOUTH riRBT BTREBT.

Auto. Phone 270

92.

B. K. ADAMS
e
a
It

a,

The St. Elmo

,:

JOSEPH

if

120

e

YstYTirVTXtXSSr

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

8YSTE1V1.

CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.

I New Mexico

PIONEER BAKERY,

Brown's Cleaning and
Pressing Works

Have The Evening Citizen for- '
warded to your address when
you go away on your vacation.
e If you are no" a paid up aub- scriber, please let us know when
you order the paper forwarded,
and alio let us know If you do- sire It stopped at your home ad- dress. lie careful to give post- s" office, hotel or street address, in
all casts.

Springs

UP THE

CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.

not only in mixing and baking, but
also in taking care of and selling Your friendship and patronage
guests
the bread. If you want the best
youU have to use Balling's Bread. HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND

Looking clean and neat by prac-

&

1

BUILDS

Angeles, Calif.

Keep Your Clothes

LOMMORI

Hot

FAYWOOD,

MEXICO

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,

ass

Silver Ave.

NEW

We Keep It Up

Seats on sale at Matson's
on and after Monday,
September 3, 1906.

I

COMMERCE

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

CONCERT ot
v
ORGANIST

W.

We have

been

business for the past
and how to buy.

MAIL OBSESS FILLED THE SAME DAY
"I

Fine Clothing and
Furnishings

(Good Reasons

7

DEPARTMENT

nt

e.

M. MABJBEILX

Clothing and
Furnishings

KREAM

Funeral Director

pi....

and Licensed

Embalmer

Automatic Colorado, Blk

S

Cornar Fifth and Railroad Avaou

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

West Railroad Avenue

j Citizen Want

Finest Whiskies

i

Wines, Brandies, Etc.

J

8 AMPLE A NO
CLUB ROOMS

I

O

O

O

Ads Bring The Beat Result:

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER

6,

ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

EVENING

CITIZEN.
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slon at his hands." St. Taul (Mil,.)
mines, but because of tne apparent
Dispatch.
indifference of the owners of tnem to
VALENCIA COUNTY
It Is
"The recital at the Trnnihnll AvpiHli work on their properties.
in
work
up
the
to
enue
take
Presbyterian
church
now proposed
attracted a
very large audience. Ir. Baldwin l
earnest, and I predict some important
TODAY
APPOINTED
discovnew
way
of
gift
FOR BABY
DISTRICT COURT
exceptional
an artist, of
revelations in the
nnd culpeople
ture." Detroit (Mich.) Free Press.
eries during the fall. NCw
"The performance was a revelation.
with plenty or capital behind them
several
In
Is by all odds the most consplo-uou- s
havfl become interested
The audience was captivated. Even In
new
and
piece of furnltura In yoor
By
Oaks,
White
County
at
Commissioners.
marvelous
the
playing
midst
the
of
of
Charge
Against
Arson
Icing Sent Out by Fair Associa- properties
dining room; hence, It ahould
lilnod, vou know. Infused Into anyaloud Its surthe
audience
mumured
Who Also Donate to
combine the
thing always starts it arolling. The
tion-Plenty
prise at such masterly technic.
Sarah J. Smith Is Dismissed
of
White Oaks camp has been a bulliving
Artlitlo With the Useful.
being,
a
to
be
seemed
re.
of
Fair Association.
lion producing camp from the time
You a experience a feeling ot
With Leave to Reinstate.
spending to the call of the man at the
Prizes.
,
camps
have
Other
discovery.
Its
satisfaction when you act v
manual, pedal and stops."--Standcome and gone, but the White Oas
hostess If your table la a good
News, Btufe, Mont.
good
returns
yielded
steadily
has
one. Te it
iMUKDEKEKS GET AWAY
OLD BABIES while tne mines were being worked. A LIST OF THE MEiMBEKS
OK TWO-YEAModern or Colonial
There are opportunities in the camp
LINCOLN COUNTY IS WELL
In
Quartered,
or
Golden
for the making of bigger mines than Of
Wheathered Oak, we are confiRegistration Board, the PreTwo Valencia County Native WoMo Older Ones Being Eligible-Wester- n ever, not excepting the Old Abe, Noth
dent you'll find our prices for
Home Stake and Little Mack, all of
ADAPTED TO DRY FARMING
cincts, and Where Books
"quality furniture nearly aa
men Are Committed to
Amusement Co.
which are well known as wealth
cheap as you'll pay elsewhere
Will Be Placed.
Insane Asylum.
for the commonplace.
Attractions.
CLEMENT HIGHTOWER SAYS CAP.
It's "Uncle Joe" Now.
THERE ARE DIFFERENT GRADES
ITAN COUNTRY IS IN EXCELJ. H. Ward, the postal operator, is
At a short but Interesting session
The ca.e of the territory against
FRUIT
LENT CONDITION
Tht premium lit for the baby show rejoicing over the arrival of a baby
at different prices, but each is as good furniture as
of the boaru of county cymmissioners
Sarah J. Smith, charged wltu arson
CROP COULD BE
lo lie held here during the twenty-sixt- girl at his home, but he Is not entitled
was dismissed with leave to reinstate.
LARGER.
held this morning at 10 o'clock In the
papa,
can be built injts respective line.
is
o
called
merely
.t
be
annual territorial fair has been oe," for the baby Is the daughter of
Mrs. Smithr-wh- o
for years was owner
in old town a board of
ou North
of the Elnihurst
Fourth
iHsued and Is now being sent out to his brother, R W. Ward of Albuquer- court house
Clement Hightower, editor of El street, was
many residents of the territory by the que. Mrs. U. W. Ward has been visit- r;gistration for Bernalillo county for
several, years
Parol, the only Spanish paper pub- ago, charged arrested
year
lltoti
appointed
was
the
oth
with setting fire to the
and
fair association.
ing Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Ward for some
building in this
No baby over two years old Septem- time and the baby was born last week. er nutters of interest transacted, in- lished east of the Rio Grande and Metropolitan hotel
ber 19 wii le eligible to enter the Mr. Ward arrived from Albuquerque cluding the donating to the fair asso south of Iis Vegas, an Influential re- city, which she was conducting as a
publican publication published week- rooming house at that time. The
competition, but for those who enter Saturday, to see his daughter. Phoeciation by tne board, a force of ten ly at Capitan, Lincoln county. 'who blaze was extinguished, however, bethere will be a large number of prizes, nix Gazette.
308-31- 0
N. AT. 1
Ave.,
deputies for police protection during was In the city attending the central fore much carnage was done. Firemen
so many, in fact, that almost every tot
meeting,
was
a
committee
opporat
caller
who
helped
put
to
tne
an
excellent
out.
said
fire
will
have
entered
the fair and $100 In cash to be applied
the office of The Evening Citizen to- that they detected the smell of coal
tunity of winning a prize. Three RECITAL TONIGHT AT
to raising a fruit exhibit from Berna day. Regarding Lincoln county Mr. on
Judges will lie chosen from out of the
in the room where the fire started
county.
lillo
latter,
This
however,
Hightower said:
The case never came to trial.
city to decide the contest and as the
not
was
obtained
from
board
until
the
"Lincoln county is in a prosperous
prizes are to be awarded on points.
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH after Hm. O. N. Marron and M. P. condition.
The ca.se of the territory against
The fruit crop, while to,
there will be little, If any, chance for
superintendent
of
Stsnini,
ex
the
fruit
as large as in former years, is of very Joseph Turner was dismissed. Turner
favoritism to be shown, so mothers
for
w as charged
fair
association,
had
hibit
the
with killing Charles
nuy rest assured that their babies DR. MINOR C. BALDWIN ARRIVES
county, by the
fine quality.
made eloquent speeches to the mem way, bids fair Llrcoln
will get a "square deal."
to become the leading Hlckerson In 1904 in a lumber camp in
THE PROGRAM THAT WILL
pointing
of
board,
out
the
the
bers
county of the territory, as the Valencia county, hut was never ap
BE RENDERED.
benefits to be derived from such a fruit
prehended.
Press notices from Lamar, Colo.,
soil and climate appear to be especial
part
on
commisdonation
of
the
the
where the WeBtern Amusement com
organ recital
at the First sioners, and after the original
ly adapted to fruit growing.
The
sum
of
The case of the territory against
pany exhibited last week, speak very Presbyterian church wil take place
"Lincoln county is the banner dry Octarlano Telles,
charged with the
highly of this organization that is to his evening. Dr. Minor Baldwin, the $200 asked for had been cut to the farming
of tiio territory. Dry murder oi oimpllclo Marquez, was al100.
ihe commis- farming county
furnish the street attractions for tne famous concert organist, arrived in amount granted,
been In vogue there for so disniisseu, the defendaat having
coming fair, as do the papers of he city last evening and tried out sioners will stand the expense of the the past has
ten years. All the cereal left for parts unknown.
Marij-.eten deputy sheriffs, the fair associawas
Kocky Foro, Colo., where the amuseorgan
wen
wnich has recently
he big
tion to choose live of tnem nnd Sher crops do well w'.thout irrigation, as do killed on Christmas day, 1890. Telles
ment company is exhibiting this week. installed
pronoun
in the church. He
.
all the? other field crops. There Is a was Indicted In 1905.
iff Armijo the other five.
The sensational parachute race beIt magnificent in tone and stateu
Previous to tne address of Mr. Mar large ncrenge in cultivation this sea
tween a man, a woman and a monkey ced
one
nad
of the best he
that it was
ron on behalf of tue fair association. son. w hich promises an abundant har
The trial of E. Baca for tb mirder
still continues to be the feature sen handled in some time.
Melquiades Chaves addressed the vest. A number of orchards have of Juan Barela, committed i Decern
sation with the amusement company,
Is
tonight's
program
recital
The
for
commissioners, submitting a list of been started and a few of the older uer, 1904, is set for Setitetni r 12.
and their act is said to be thrilling in a follows:
Colo. Phone Blk 93
names of persens whom lie desired ones bore some fruit this season
Auto. Phone
the extreme. Prof. King, America's
1. Great Toccata (Pedal Solosi.
7.; restock of all
board to appoint as members of without. irrlg.V.lon.
chief balloonist, his wife, and a mon
Bond was forfeited In the case of
Hach the registration
is
in
grass,
kinds
fine
so
condition
the
they
saw
if
board,
and
key, make balloon ascensions togeth
the terr..ory against Frank flerrlck
2.
Baldwin nt. Immediately following
Reverie
the read especially in the mountains. Is good. charged with assault with intent to
er, Prof. King taking the monkey
3. The Bandolero
Stewart ing of tills resolution
Not
mining
much
Is
names
baing
and the
done Just at kill. Derrick was the proprietor of
wi:h him. At a signal Prof. King
Mr. R. W. Reynolds.
contained therein. Hon. w. B. Child- - present, but preparation for a grent a saloon at Belcn, when the alleged
cuts t"e monk loose in a small para
4. Concerto
Handel ers,
or
who
represented
In
stated
he
deal
work
that
that line during the offense was committed.
chute and cuts loose himself at the
(a) Larghetto.
the repub.can central committee of coming months is being made.
sime time bis wife docs. The race
b) Allegro.
county,
Bernalillo
arose
addressed
and
to earth with the parachutes then
(c) Alia Siciliana.
AGENTS
A continuance
was granted in the
the commissioners, submitting a list
liepins, the winner being the one that
(d) Presto.
case of tho territory against Procoplo
names
two
each
of
for the several
rei.rh.es terra flrma. first. Often, It Is
5. Overture
Rossini preclnts which be desired
Cordova charged with rape.
tnat the
said, the wise monk wins.
(J.
Bach
Fugue
Gounod commissioners appoint on the regis
Romanza.
Another feature of the Western
SANTA FE SHAY
Ihe trial of Runmldo Sesneros,
Bartlett tration board, stating that the demo
The Day Is Ended
Amusement company .s the ligyrtian
cratic central committee of the coun
ciarged with murder, Is set for Mon
Reynolds.
W.
R.
STEEL BALL BEARINGS, NONE
ty would also submit a list of names
palace, an elaborate illusion show di
day next.
Tone Picture "The Storm In
rect from London, England, that is
of members they desired appointed on EL PASO BANKERS CLAIM CHAM
BETTER OR PRICES COMPARE
Baldwin
Mountains"
the
housed in a tent 6uxlUD feet in dimen
PIONSHIP OF SOUTHWEST
the board, they, however, asking but
Two women, Telesfora Domlngulz
(a) Shepherd's Evening Song
person
appointing
single
GLOBE
slon. It. portrays the life of H. Kider
a
of
LOADING
the
from
UP FOR
(b) The. Tempest.
and Jviicia Olguin, were vsterday ad
Haggard s famous fiction character,
each precinct. Mr. Mirron, who Mr.
TOURNAMENT.
judged insane and ordered committed
(c) Hymn of Thanksgiving.
"She," and is said to be really
present
Chllders
would
stated
the
(d) Invocation.
The fair association and the Mcln to the insane asylum.
appear
resolution,
did
democrat's
not
GO. . 117 Gold Avenue
Pilgerchor. (Tannhauser) . . . .
"Hale's Tours of the World," anothhowever. The reso- tosh Browns, with a number of pub
Wagner in this capacity, by
er Illusion, in which one enjoys all the
Mr. Cnilderg was lic spirited citizens, have 'guaranteed
lution submitted
PECK-MYENUPTIALS
BESDBP
eigned by Frank A. Hubbell as cnair-ma- tne ssunta Fe 5i.h paid fares for next
sensations cf a trip by rail around the
world, is one of the strongest exhibits
of the republican central com- Sunday's excursion to Santa Fe, and
WRECKED
Don't Dispute with a Woman,
at the foremost parks of tne country TRAIN NO.
mittee of Bernalillo county, and Nes-t,o- r there is no question about It being a
Word reached the city yesterday of
go. Tho tickets, which will bo sold on
One of these attractions will lie seen
Montoya 'as secretary.
marriage
the
.,iiss
of
Meyers
Sarah
Especially,
if ahe telle you to order a
with the Western Amusement: com
After the names on this list had the streets nnd afterwards exchanged anu Air. Burt reck, both of thia city,
Back of
pany.
read Chairman Grunsfeld of the ior the regular railroad tickets at the which took piace at Redding. Pa,
AT FOUCKS TANK been
. EMPRESS FLOUR.
board, moved that the resolution of station, have been printed and are where Miss Meyers went a couple of
Plans for the flower parade still
This now being offered for sale by the can months ago to visit relatives. The
j Melquiades Chavez be adopted.
Make no excuse, (tt you ahould fox
go
rapidity
forward with
continues to
was seconded and carried, me vassers. This pilgrlmago of Albu- bride is the daughter
motion
get the order), that you could aai
of Mr. and Mrs,
though
begins
as
to look
this
and it
on the board querque people to Snata' rN will be M. F. Meyers of DOG
appointed
names
those
of
find K, for every flratrolaaa grow
years parade would be the most bril Every Car Left the Track, but of registration
South .Third
county made to pay the people of Santa Fe street, and will lie
Bernalillo
for
handles
EMPRESS. You Trill
one
manager
as
remembered
Barkley,
yet.
Mr.
liant
the
for l'.iuti. together with precincts from back for an excursion sent here early of the young lady clerks in tho office
find good bread, good biaculta, goat
of this feature of the fair, announces
All Remained on
tney
appointed
were
which
and
in
the
pastry and moat ' Important of an.
the summer. Two ball trames will of
Clerk Walker, who al
that a large number of business firms
place in each precinct where the reg- be played at Santa Fe on the dnv of waysProbate
good cheer to greet you when
any
looked
unso
when
curious
signified
individuals
have
their
and
Wheels.
istration Pooks will be cpen to the the excursion, one between
come home for your dinner. Try It.
the phisticated young couple called for
intentions of entering, and that It will
voters, according to the list submitted Browns and the Santa Fe Grays, and murriage license. She was a graduate
goes
saying.
EMPRESS FLOUR la the Empreaa a
without
hummer
a
tie
by Mr. Chavez and adopted by the a second between a team
from Anto of the Albuquerque High school and
alt cthara.
are
commissioners,
as
follows:
THREE
PERSONS INJURED
nito, Colo., and the Grays. An excur attended the university and the A
Plans for tne sheep and wool con
1,
Nicolas
No.
Jose
Precinct
San
M. college at Mesilla park for sev
vention are practically completed. Al
sion rrom Antonlto will be run tl
Ortaga, Felipe Armijo and Perflleo Santa Fe on the same day.
most all of the delegates from the dif
ne groom is an employe
eral years.
Ortaga's
home.
of the local shops. Just when Mr
ferent counties of the territory have A Spreading Rail Is Said to Have Sabreda. Book at
3,
Alameda Francisco
Precinct No.
Wholesale Agent Albuquerque, N. ML
been apminted. The board or county
The series of three games played by and Mrs. Peck will return to Albu
Been the Cause of the
Lucero. Camllo Lurero and Nicanor Morencl and Clifton at Kl' Paso Sat querque is not known.
commissioners of San Miguel county
recently appointed the following to at
Pacheco. Book at Francisco Lucero's urday, Sunday and Monday, went two
Accident.
home.
tend the convention, which convenes
to three in favor of the former. Then
Precinct No. 4, Ranchos de Albu- the El Paso Bankers on Tuesday took
here September 18:
Espinuion Uarduna, precinct No. 10;
Mrs. M. A. Gruntz cf Alleghany querque 'Eugenio Barcla. Diego San a Kme away rrom tne victors bv a
oecundino Romero. Las Vegas; Jose Pa., Miss Gertrude
chez and James Nlpp. Book at San score or b to 4, which, in a way. gives
Haines of
(Jon
Mrs. Levi B. Heyn of 513 West Sll
I). Gutierrez, Sabinosa; Antonio
chez's home.
And Careful Dispensing, go to
the championship of the southwest to
Pa.,
Miss
L.
of
Davidson
and
zales, Corazon; Luciano Maes, Ensln- San Francisco, those injured in the
Precinct No. 5 Frederico Chavez. he hi Paso team. The batteries in ver avenue, died this morning of tu
years
oge
31
of
oza; Isldodo V. Gallegos, East Ias wreck of train No. 4, which went into Alfredo Apodaca and Tomas Gurule. this last game were: El Paso, Knight bereulosls, at ihe
The Busy Little Drag Store
leaving a baby and husband to mourn
Vegas: A. a. Sena. Las vegas; Cle- - the ditch at Houck's Tank, Ariz., forty Book at Chavez's home.
ami Anilrens; Morenci, Ine and
West Railroad Avenoe
at
loving
lofcs of a
mother and wife.
ofes Garcia, Rowe; Filadelfo Baca miles west of Gallup, at 9:35 last
Precinct No. 6, Ixs Padilla Estan-islad- o
The Morenci team disbanded the
was a sister-in-laThe
deceased
Las Vegas and Octaviano Segura of night, were brought
and
Chavez,
Manuel
Padilla
after the El Paso game.
t this city today
Deputy ...erlft Fred Heyn and ArPecos.
on train No. 2, which passed the Sllvestre Padilla. Book at Estanis-lad- o
Heyn
the American Liimbor
thur
Padilla's
sho-fihome.
A
dispatch from Globe. Ariz., Bays: company. I of
wreck on a
and reached here
he funeral will take place
7,
No.
Antonio
San
Prencint
u. A. Lhauiberlln, a crack first from the parlors
1:45 o'clock this afternoon.
None
at
of O. W. Strong
BREWERY OFFICIALS
Griego, Jesus Garcia, Darlo baseman from El Paso, who will play
of them are seriously injured.
Miss
at 2:30
tomorrow
afternoon
Sons'
Book
at
Chavez.
Garcla's
home.
Davidson has badly bruised
lower
witn the locals at the approaching o'clock, Rev. Ernest Mosier officiating,
Precinct No. 8, Los Grlegos Juan tournament,
Itmlis from being bounced around the
morning.
arrived
this
Interment will be made at Falrview Both Telephonea.
OCCUPY NEW OFFICE observation car, which left the track Pedroncelli, Juan Olguin and Andreas "Kitty" Knight, t
117 Weat Railroad Avan-- ,
wirier for the El cemetery.
Book
homo.
with the rest cf the train and turned Garcia.
at Pedroncelli's
Paso club, will come to Globe next
Precinct No. 9, Atrisco Policarplo week. Collins, Crandall and Ford, all
half way over. Miss Haines has a
The remains of Mrs. Lucy B. Hal
BUILDING AT CORNER OF FRUIT sprained
arm end several bruised Armijo, Francisco Gavaldon and Man first-clamen, are on the ground, and Steinberg, whose death occurred yeB'
AVENLE AND FIRST STREET
Arml-Jo's
places on the body. Mrs. Gruntz Is uel Sanchez y Tapia. Book at
Oswill, catcher for the Cliftons, anu terday at the home at the corner of
ONE OF THE MOST
bruised about the head and shoulders
home.
isroiumeni. second baseman, and Le Iron avenue nnd High street, were
COMPLETE IN CITY.
Filo-nieAll were
and her back is sprained.
Precinct No. 10, Escobosa
brandt, catcher for Morenci, are ex shipped last night for the old home
Mora. Antonio Griego and Man
The de
The offices of the Southwestern taken to a local hospital.
peciea io join tne tiiotie team at an at Montgomery City. Mo.
213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.
Miss Davidson, who was the better uel Gutierrez. Book at Mora's home. early date.
Brewery & Ice company have been
ceased was 33 years of age and leaves
gave
mourn
Precinct No. 11. Pajarlto ixdores
to
a
l he executive
uud
moved into the company's new office able of the three ladies to talk,
husband
two
children
committee met last
&
building, whicn has just been com an account of the wreck as follows: Muniz, Pablo Bargas and Rafael Cha- night and deposited the money for the her death.
"It seems that Just we tnree people, vez y Chavez. Book at Muniz's home. i r.tva in iue tournament.
pleted at .he corner of Fruit avenue
d
Yesterday Billy Sangulnette, who is
and First street, at! to say tnat who were riding in 'the observation
Precinct No. 12, Albuquerque
TIUTTER NUT
FINK L.INI2 OP
Mrs. F. E. St urges and son, Lloyd well known
here and has man
President .Loehs and Bookkeepers car were the only passengers injured.
Grunsfeld, B. Ruppe and Johu
esThose
of them who had retired
Goo., man and Kelly are comfortable
Beaven. Book at Ruppe's drug store. who spent tne summer at Iong Beach friends, received information that hi
1JKEAD
CAKES
would not half tell the story of the caped unhurt. I didn't feel like sleepPrecinct No. 13, Old Town Desid-eri- o Lai., and received benefits from the brother. James Sanguinette, died
ing and so stayed up. The train seemAlwaya on Hand.
completeness of ine new bunding.
Better Than Hme-Madcean breezes, have re- Denver the other day. The deceased
Montoya. Miguel Duran and Leo- invigorating
The building is of cement biock and ed to be going pretty fast, when all al nardo Hunick. Book at school house. turned to the city. Today, The Even- was about 4S years old, and was
one story, tiOxiiO feet, the longway once, the observation car turned over
n
horse trainer. The Al
Precinct No. 14, San Ignacio Eu- ing Citizen learned that the health
being tie front, winch faces on First and we went with it. Every car left genio Baca. Seferino Venavides and of Mrs. Sturges wa greatly Imprcd buquerque brother had not heard from
All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to
us
track,
the
to
car
and the next
street, so that a man at the front
Apolonio Garcia. Book at Garcla's by her stay at the ocean side, and the deceased for a number or years
gas
caught
explosion,
fire
a
but home.
from
counnr, wnich has verv much the
that Lloyd lias developed Into a husky until informed of his death, and th
cagey appearance of a banking instl the fire was put out before doing
No. 22,
La Tijera Jos young man. He has ntered the New cruel message, announcing the death
Precinct
damage.
much
We
around
wandered
tution, can look across the piece o
Domlngues, Carlos Griego anil Manuel Mexico university as a student.
(was indeed a very sad blow.
open common east of First street at in the darkness for a while and then Gonzales. Book
Domlngues' home.
at
sleep
went
in
to
with
that,
the
births
this point to the brewery and ice fac
Precinct No. 23, San Pedro Marce-lln- o
he main office is com the cars, wre at an angle of about
tory proper.
Crcspin, Manuel Gonzales y Ixi-p45
degrees.
lighted,
having win
niodious and well
Juan Garcia y Saniora. Book
and
I am
no,
only
much
"Oh,
not
hurt
dows on Fruit avenue as well as on
GO TO THE
at Crespln's home.
First street. The directors room, fin bruised."
No.
2ti, Albuquerque
Precinct
John
is
reported
have
to
quarter-sawespreading
rail
A
Ished in terri cotta and
The telephone preserve your
The telephone
furniture, occupies the southeast cor been the cause of the train leaving the Borradaile. Otto Dieckman anil I). K.
makea the
Gill. Book at Dieckman's office.
ner of I ho building and Presiden track.
health, prolonga your Ufa and
Precinct No. 2S, Atrisco Jose
dutiea lighter, the cares less,
ixeb's private office opens off of this Conductor Jit.se Miller, who was in
Ami. rosin Grinds and Trinicharge of t.ie
train, deadheadn immense vault is h
To the west,
protecta your home.
worrlea
the
fewer.
and
dad Gavaldon.
Book
at
Sabedra's
"
ed in to this city on train No. 2.
accessory of the office.
Strange to say the engine remained home.
Precinct No. 34, Chllill Anastacio
on the track.
IN
YOUR
HOME
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
Gutierrez. Jose Maria Pole and Adolfo
BIG THINGS ARE EX
Sulas. Book at Salas' home.
Precinct No. 35, Uiiranes Henry
Melquiades Chavez and
Springer,
PECTED AT WHITE OAKS
Francisco Sabreda. Book al Spring....ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
216 South Steond Strut
TO TERRITORIAL EAIR er's home.
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THAT WELL KNOWN CAMP
IS ABOUT TO TAKE ON
BIG BOOM.

Col. George W. Pric'uard of White

Albuquerque will shelter
noted
writers as well as ailists ami sightseers the coming fair week. Herman
Switzer, of the Alvarado curio rooms.
Is in receipt of a letter from Karl E.
Ilarriman, editor of the Red Book,
asking for the date of the fair and
other information concerning the big
show.
Mr. Harrlman is coming to
write up the fair for his magazine.
Mr. Harrlman will be remembered as
the author of the "Girl in the
which is a story of the Harvey houses
from Chicago to San Francisco, and
attracted much attention ai the time
of its publication.

as a visitor
Oaks, Lincoln cniuiiy.
to the office of Tile Evening Citizen,
while in the city attending the meeting of the Territorial Republican Central committee, held here .venter lay.
Since leaving the otlice of the attorney geueral, the colonel has been
devoting a good deal of his lime to
his mining properties in Lincoln county. Shaking of the White Oaks
be said:
"The camp is about to take on a
new life.
For a year or more very
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
Utile active work has been done there,
not because There are no valuable BREAD and takt no other.
ln-al,-

dis-trie-

DR. BALDWIN

TONIGHT

Take Home a Good Smoke

AT PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
The Citizen culls the following

tracts relative

to

Dr.

Baldwin,

ex-

who

appears at the Presbyterian church
tonight:
'A remarkably talen e l organist."
Elmira N'. V.l Daily Advertiser.
"A most perfect artist and a most
skillful executor." Eenii,g Wisconsin. Milwaukee.
"Te whole gamut of huti.ju IV Kn
friiui the deepest despair at.ii giixfljt
to the grandly triumphant hhim't i.;
victory and Jov. finds fittest t:.i.r s-

comfort out of tire.
as saying n oik .a
i.:
half do.eu or a box of Whi'
tool, mild, line of flavor, ti
t alter
Lily makes just about the til
r I
dinner cigar cvr put up
tor a
money: .', iinis f ir one,
box of '".

and (;et a t
Jibt the sain
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Day aod
Night School

Albuquerque Business college XJsz,
Fall Term Opens Monday, Sept. 3

Commercial Arithmetic Shorthand
Bookkeeping
Commercial Law
Typewriting
Businesa Practice
Penmanship
Manifolding
Banking
Correspondence
Business English
Spelling
Competent Instructor
Added Equipment
New Management
Fair Treatment
Reasonable Rates
Our courses are arranged to be completed iu from seven to nine
iiioiittm depending upon tne energy and Industry of the student. Why
spend a longer time? 't he place to train for a business career U In
& hus'ne.ta nchool, where a specialty Is made of the work.
We secure
good positions for our graduates.
Write or call at the school for full
Information. Address
W.

ST.

ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS COLLEGE
frlnelpal
Albuuumrqu; Maw Mexico

Mllllhmn,

ALBUQUERQUE
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rhors of the navy.

There are three
VALLEY
fine wet
rtrydooka at the yard and
dork or mip of mifflclent wldtli nd
length to accommodate several large
vessels at a time. The oldest dock
GETS
HISTORIC NAVY YARDS tn the yard Is built of Btone and liears
an Inscription which recites thnt It
was begun Decern oer 1, 1827, and
finished June 17, 1832. John Adann
president and fcanmel L. South In Large Numbers as Result
Some of the Interesting Things was
ward Hecretary of the navy, when it
of Prospects of Work on
and Andrew Jackson was
was
One Sees In Visit
president with I.evl Woodberry ttt
Diversion Dam
secretnry of the navy, when comto Norfolk.
pleted. It was authorized by the 19th
congress and designed by l.oamml
Halilwln. The dock Is still In constant 14 MILES FKOM LAS CKUCES
TIMES
OLDEN
MEMENTOS OF
use. at present accommodating five
torpedo craft.

ONE OF UNCLE SAM'S

nesuia

KEEKERS

Yard Dally Crowded Like Hive of
Busy Bees at Their
Work.
Norfolk, Va.. Sept. 6. Situated at
the strategic center of the Atlantic
coast line of the I'nited Spates, the
Korfolk navy yard has gathered more
historical associations recalling the
naval glory of the past century tlian
any other of L'ncie main's famous star
tlons. For more than a hundred years
the nation's great soa saptalns have
gone forth from ue yard on the
lecks of ships niw as famous as
themselves, to almost invariable victory. England Itself with a thousand years of proud sea history, to
her credit, cannot boast of as large
ierecntaee of victories as the navy
whose past is recalled at every step
through the Norfolk navy yard. Dur
Ing the life of the Jamestown Ter
centennial exposition, to be held on
the nearby snore of Hampton Roads,
In 1907, the yard will be open daily to
visitors, except Sundays, from 9 a. m.

to

5 p. m.

n

"Re-publlc- a

18fi1.

The United States navy now carries
on its official list seven ships built
In the Norfolk yard and one ship
which was partially built there. The
battleship Texas and the protected
cruiser Raleigh are the two latest
ships to be built in the yards. The
Galveston was completed there. The
old wooden ship Constellation was
built in this yard, and from here, un
der the command of the gallant Trux
turn, she went forth on the cruise in
which she whipped the P'earh frigate
LTnsurgente and La V' i'eance. The
he historic
wooden siilp Allianc.
Richmond and the J,rn?stown were
alho built at this yard.
The part of the yard that lies on
the right bank of the river is used
as a Laval training station and there
recruits to the naval service of the
United Staes are collected In great
numbers and given their first in
structions in the arts of the sea. '1 he
reservation is known as the St
'Helena Training Station and is one
of the laigext in the country. A force
of marines is k pt at the barrackB of
the yards constantly, under the conv
mand of Colouel Littleton. V. T. Wal

icr.
Kiom dawu to twilight the yard Is
tuny w'th the bum of work and bright
wli'.l the uniforms of sailors and mar

rilling. Nearly always there
are
ent in the yard four or more
might..' baitlebhipB, receiving stores
or having minor palrs made. There
are luoie '.han thirty targe buildings
within ue walls of the yard and sev
eral smaller ones. The larger build
lags are used as machine shops an
carpenter shops, the smaller ones fo
various purposes. Chains ate mad
here. Near the end most distant tr m
the gate Is an enormous pile of aa1

1

Special Correspondence.
The prospects of work beginning on
Kansas City, Sept. 3. Last week the
fourteen miles
dam
was generally satisfactory to cattle northdiversion
of Ijis Cruees at Fort Selden,
including
sellers, market on steers
will be a part of the Elephant
grassers and stockers and feeders. which
Butte irrigation Rcheme, this fall Is
up
closing
about steady all week, and
bringing prospective homeseekers to
strong at the end of the week. Cows our valley on every train and one or
sold 5 to i5 lower alter '1 tiesday, and; more real estate transfers is of daily
veal calves broke 50 cents to $1, af occurrence. A new $30,000 hotel and
fecting light weight calves the most. several new business blocks will be
The run was 64,000 head. Including added to the new buildings now get10,000 calves, and supply today Is lib. ting their ilnl8ntng touches.
A comeral at 19.000 cattle and 2.500 calveB, pany was recently organized and they
10
today
to
Is
steady
lower
Market
purchased several blocks of land
grass steers getting the full decline, have
lying Just south of Las Cruces on the
corns wean, stockers and feeders bare road to the Agricultural college. The
ly steady. The icature last week out- land has been surveyed into lots and
side of the big decline on calves was streets are being graded. This comthe strong demand for stockers and pany will build a number of resifeeders; ti;0 car loads went to the dences to rent.
country, and the number remaining
The Shelam Planting company has
in the pens was reduced to 1,600 head, purchased the Shelam property, conas compared with the previous Satur- taining about
9io acres and will plant
day. Several shipments oi mountain a large part in alfalfa. A townslte
were
here
last
week
and
Colorados
will be looated near the railroad depot
some today, good
killing steers at Dona
buildings at
Ana and tb
around 1200 pounds selling at $4.50 Shelam and Levltlca used as a sanito $4.75, cows, $2.65 to $3.65, yearlings tarium.
and two year olds, $3.40 to $3.75.
At Santa Tomas, south of Mesilla,
Some common New .Mexico Blockers west of the river, Nicholas Galles, J.
sold at $2.60 to 3.00, Panhandle two F. Saltley, Fay Spring and several
year olds $3.75, cows $2.25 to $3.00, others, planted a 1,000 acre tract to
bulls $1.85 to $2.25, calves at the de alfalfa, this spring, and are already
cline sell 3.00 to 5.25, including all getting returns.
Messrs. Galagher,
weights.
Edwards and Saltley recently purKilling Iambs lost 15 to 25 cents chased the west end ot the Brazlto
last Tuesday, but have remained gram and are preparing over 1,000
teady since, sheep and feeding lambs acres for cultivation.
unchanged from a week ago. Supply
With the opening up and steady deis better, 30,000 last week, 10,000 here velopment of the Stephenson-Benne- tt
today, marnet steady. Utah lambs Modoc, Dona Ana and Women mines,
sell at $6.75 to $7.40, Arizonas lately In the Organ Mountains, fourteen
at $7.00 to $7.50, feeding lambs, $6.30 miles east of us, mining men are
to $6.50, Idaho yearling wethers and
to take notice, and large
ewes at $3.40 to 3.t) tor the country, properties have changed namls and
Utah yearlings to killers at $5.35 to are being opened up. The Torpedo
5.75. wethers and ewes mixed $3.20 Copper property was sold a couple
to $5.40, ewes $4.75 to $5.15. The of weeks ago for $325,i,oO. G. . Benlarger receipts are welcome and are nett sold several lead claims to Jop-lin- ,
relieving the urgent demand from the
Mo., parties for $130,000. In Texcountry for all classes of stuff, from as Canyon, Kansas and Missouri peo-pl- e
lambs to breeding ewes, call from
are opening up ??verai properties.
which source is almost unlimited.
The old Memphis copper mine, so
long Idle, on account of a surplus of
water, has changed hands and a large
STOCK SALES
pumping plant will soon be Installed
A
to open up the lower workings.
survey for a railroad from El Paso t
Special correspondence.
Kansas City, Aug. 31. Representa these mines has Just been completed,
tive sales of Panhandle and New and it is understood that the Santa
Mexico cattle and calves here this fce will prolably build a branch out
there from Las Cruces.
week:
The political pot is beginning to
J. M. Potti Canyon, Texas. 100
simmer "Just a lettle," and the prosolds, 88j ibs., $3.75.
pects are that there will lie quite a
Mounts & Hix, Hereford, Texas.
stocktrs, 615 lbs., $3.60; 29 cows, number of new candidates for office
930 lbs., $2.70; 24 cows, 906 lbs., $2.60. this fall.
The Agricultural college opened Us
R. T. Alexander, Canadian, Texas
28 cows, 937 lbs., $2.75.
fall term on Tuesday, and the attendM. Harris,
Canadian, Texas. 20 ance is far better tnan it was lust
cows, 849 lbs., $2.70; 22 cows, 911 lbs., year and still they are coming.
$2.50; 29 colves, 197 lbs., $4.25.
Fisher & Nunn, Canadian, Texas.
27 cows, 841 lbs.,
2.70; 4 cows, 945 THE ENROLLMENT
'

Although the greater part of the
yard's area lg on the right bank of
the southern branch of the Elizabeta
river. In Portsmouth, nd only a small
portion of It Ilea In Norfolk, the yard
is known ad the Norfolk navy yard,
to dlmUngush It from the navy yard at
New Hampshire. The
Portsmuota.
yard proper consists of 359 1 10 acres
in Portsmuotn and 91 acres In Norfolk.
The chief feature of Interest to visitors Is the trophy park, just Inside
the navy jrard gate. Here are gathered relics from every part of the
are cannon from
There
world.
China, Mexico, South America. Spain,.
Kngland, nd from French founder-lesThe largest as well as most interesting trophy Is" a 14 centimeter
rapid Are rifle, complete, with snield
and carriage, which was taken from
Admiral Cevera's flagship, Almlrante
Oquendo, after the battle of July 3,
1898. A lever twisted out of shape
here or a rod broken, there shows all
too plainly the damage done by the
American projectiles. Grouped about
the flagstaff In tue center of the park
are specimens of armor from the
Confederate ram Texas and the
The latter ship was
by a torpedo fired by lieutenant Cushlng. About the staff are
also grouped captured brass cannon
and stands of grape shot. At one
side of the park are the torpedo tubes
and two torpedoes taken from the
captured Spanish cruiser, Reina Mercedes, during tlie Spanish war.
Nearby are two guns trom the famous frigate United States and a
cannon recovered from the United
States ship Huron, wrecked on November 14, orf the North Carolina
coast. Farther along is a Chinese
durHeld gun captured at Tlen-Tsling the Boxer troubles of 1900. It is
of crudest design and is covered with
a wooden shield to protect the gunners from return fire. Beside this
primitive weapon is an old Spanish
cannon, captured during the Spanish
war on Cayo del 'lorro (Bull's Key),
in Guantanamo Bay. The gun is of
bronze and was cast at Seville in
1801. It Is numbered 5al0. On the
breech are engraved the Spanish
Roy3l Arms, and on a ribband near the
muzzle the words of an old Moorish
"Vitzll Ipultl.' The words
vroverb:
words are said to be a prophecy of
victory.
Equally Interesting is the large
Etone cannon ball brought from Constantino,
it is of perfect contour,
and would fill the muzzle of the largest gun now in existence. These
'l'urklsh cannon balls were the first
projectiles ever used in a cannon.
Near by are four caronades captured in the war with Mexico, which
bear on their muizles the words
de Yucatan." There are four
larger cannon, captured from the
Brhish during the battles on Lake
Side by
fclrle and Lake Champlain.
side with them is a gun taken from
th British shiD Java after her battle
with the Constitution off the coast of
Brazil. On the beeach is carved the
British Royal Court of Arms.
Three Soanlsh contact mines, pick
ert n n bv the Alarbleheafl during the
Spanish war, now happily shorn of
all their former terrors adorn the
park. Of historic interest is the proCumberpeller shaft of the
land and a broken cannon which once
stood on the gun deck of the United
statea line of battleshiu Pennsylvania,
burned to the water's edge when the
federal troops evacuated the yard in

ines
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Mining Property Changing Hands
In the Organ Mountain District-Other
Notes.

wo-ye-

lbs., $2.45.
J. O. Watson, Claude, Texas. 24
cows, 710 .s., $.2.60.
J. R. Beverly, Channlng, Texas. 42
cows, 766 lbs.. $2.60; 16 heifers. 868
lbs. $3.00.
Scandal & Co.. Beonlne, Texas. 69
cows, 815" lbs., $2.4n; 20 heifers, lOi
lbs., $2.75.,
D. B. Jackson, Koswell, N. M. 25
killers, 954 lbs., i:.M; 15 bulls, 1165
lbs., $2.10.
W. L. Wallace, Clarendon, Texas.
54 cows, (cannera), 675 lbs., $1.65; 11

HAS REACHED

130

AT THE UNIVERSITY NOTES OF
THE STUDENTS AND THEIR

PROSPECTS.

The enrollment at the University
The graduating
has reached 130.
class includes four from the college
five from the normal,
hdfers, 69tl U.S., $..io; 18 heifers, 413 departments,
three from the commercial ana tour-tee- n
i)s.. $2.35: 1 bull. 930 lbs.. $2.15.
departpreparatory
J. J. Simpson. Canyon, I'exas. 37 ment. from tne
cows, '.93 lbs., $2.30; 13 heifers, C46
gave
a
Last Friday, Mr. Asplund
lbs., $2.3a.
assembly period on The
at
talk
the
J. M. Pyle, Clarendon, Texas. 20
of Latn Literature."
heifers, 489 lbs., $2.40; 12 calves, 129 Transmission
The foot ball season will be a lively
lbs., $4.3a.
one on the hiu this ran. Tne squaa
Drlscoll, Texas 22 now practicing
Gus Mehlhop,
twenty-five- .
cows, b7 lbs., $2.10; 39 calves, 224 Bernard Crawtord,numbers
guard,
veteran
the
lbs., $3.75.
is the temporary captain. The team
W. A. Higgins, Hereford, Texas.
will be by far the heaviest that has
38 stockers, 521 lbs., $3.00; 44 heif- represented
the territorial univerers, 498 lbs., $2.35.
sity.
exas. 26
Merrltt & K., Hereford,
Class advisers have been appointed
cows, 767 lbs., $2.35; i calves, 140 lbs., by President Tight, a member of the
$5.50.
faculty being assigned to eacn colJ. F. Merrltt, Hereford Texas. 11 lege and preparatory class as a special
cows, 810 lbs., $2.35; 1 bull, 970 lbs.. adviser on Questions relating to his
$2.25.
particular class.
J. H. Wilson. Hereford, Texas. 79
A class in extemperaneous speaK
calves, 205 lbs., $3.50; 22 steers, 1004 Ing and denate is offered by Pror.
lbs.. $3.25.
crum of the elocution and oratory
T. E. Brown, Clarendon, Texas. 55 department.
steers, 782 lbs., $3.25; 3i cows, 692
consisting oi
A class ln Ita an.
lbs., $2.15.
of the faculty, win study
members
R. A. Morris, Texlco. N. M. 27 that language under Prof. Esplnosa's
heifers, 6i0 lbs., $2.50; 220 calves, 152 leadership
lbs., $5.40; 154 calves. 235 lbs., $3.85;
Several of the students celebrated
158 calves, 240 lbs., $3.40.
Day by plcnicing ln Bear CanLabor
3. W. Callahan, Claude, Texas.
18 yon.
Some are still showing the efcalves. 168 lbs., $5.50; 26 cows, 767 fects of climbing to the top of the
los., $2.35.
Sandlas.
The September number of the I'nl
Sale of Arizona Lambs and Sheep. versity Bulletin will be tne first of an
1414 educational series with
McAdams,
Flagstaff,
Geo.
articles by
1 he
lambs, 74 lbs.. $7.33: A. G. Lockett. Profs. Hodcin and Richards.
Flagstaff, E87 sheep and yearlings, 96 publication will be in charge of Dr
lbs., $5.50; 56 ewes, 101 lbs.. $5.00
Weinzlrl.
1405 lambs, 64 lbs., $7.00.
as Theta
A new Fororlty. known
Kappa Delta, has been formed, with
the following members: Dolores Hun- SON OF US CRUCES
Ing. Margaret Keleher, Eugenie Keie
her. Eileen McMillen. Edith Walker,
Lillian Sp.iz, Janet Brisen and Estella
MAN TO RECEIVE MEDAL Lutny.
PURCHASED PECOS
MIDSHIPMAN GILL SAVES BROTH
ER CADET PROM DROWN.
ING AFTER MUCH EX-

CITEMENT.
C. B. GUI of
N. M.,

Ias Cruces and Organ

and secretary of
Consolidated
the Stephenson-Benne- tt
Mining company, has received word
that Superintedent Sands of the Naval
academy at Annapolis has recommend
ed to the navy department that bis
son. Midshipman O. C. Gill, be given a
life saving medal. Midshipman Jones
of West Virginia
and Midshipman
Krellman were capsized while out ca
noeing. Several negroes tried to res
res
cue them and one of the would-b- o
cuers was drowned. Gill went to the
rescue ard saved Jones, who was ex
hausted from his efforts to save oth
era.
vice-preside- nt

FOREST LAND
la Vegas
acres of land on

Dr. M. F. Desmarais of

has purchased 160
the Pecos forest reserve near Mora,
which he will fix up as a country home
for himself and friends during tils va
cations and hunting trips. He expects
to build a beautiful hunting lodge on
the land and will make It one of the
nrettleKt nrivnlrt summer resorts In
this part of the country.
SCENIC

HIGHWAY
WORK

TO START
F. H. Pierce, president of the Agua

I'ura company and chairman

of tne

board of penitentiary commissioners
upon bis return to Vegas from Sauta

ttbeiv be presided at a recent meet
ing of the board, brings news that
work of constructing the hcenlc High
av from this end of the route wi
be resumed about the middle of tlii
Doan's Regulates cure constipation month, kuvs the Optic. Asld from
tone the stomach; stimulate the liver tlie regular routine matter this I
promote digestion and appetite and the gist of business transacted by th
easy passage of the bowels. Ask you board at the meeting
druggist for them. 25 Cents a box.
"Fifty convicts will arrive at Vegas

EVENING

CITIZEN.

on the fifteen.. i." Mr. Pierce told

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 6. 1906.

the

will
Optic this attcrtuxm, "and
Immediately begin the work where It
In
charge
was left off. They will be
of Road Foreman J. L. Fisher and the
work of building the road will continue until the snow flies in the mountains to such depths as to make furThis will
ther progress Impossible.
probably be about the first of Decern-bed- .

"There are fiur or five miles of
route which is yet to be built between
the present terminus and tne forest
reserve line and we ..ope to have this
finished before bad weather stops operations. However, if It Is not completed before the first of Decemner, the
men will he taken back next uprlng to
flniBh the road when the conditions
will be more favorable."

ih Mrmuall

Twew ty-S-ix

MEW MEXICO

TAOS TO HAVE

TELEPHONE CONNECTIONS.
The new telephone line from Talpa,
seven miles south, via Ranchos de
Taos, Is completed to Taos, and poles
are set ten miles north toward
& Rio
station, on the
Grande railroad. Taos Is the largest
town In the I'nited States without
outside telephone connections. Dr. T.
P. Martin and F. C. Ellis are putting
in the Servllleta extension, which will
be completed this month; the Denver & Rio Grande railroad will wire
the Btation and put in an operator,
which will give Taos outside communication, something the town has needed for these many years.

ORIAL fAIR

Ser-vllle- ta

ALBUQUERQUE
September 17th to 22nd, 1906.

LAS VEGAS RABBI
RETURNS

TO HIS TOWN
e
Rabbi M. lefkovitz of Temple
returned to I .as Vegas after an
absence of nearly three months, says
the Optic. On June 12 he departed to
attend the first term of the Chicago
University summer session, resuming
theological and sociological studies by
Lake Michigan. The term ended last
July and since that time he has been
in the east. Rabbi Lefkovitz lectured at the Jewish Chautauqua at Atlantic City and preached in the temple at the fashionable seaside resort.
A part of his time was epenti In New
York and he also occupied the pulpit
of Dr. Stolz' temple at Chicago
Mon-teflor-

Q10,000 in Purses for Horse Races
Maneuver by United States Traop.
Baby Show.
Jersey 8tock Show.
Poultry Exhibit
Trade Display.
Flower Parade.
Montezuma Ball.
Carnival attractions, with 20 shows on the
streets carnival all th time.
SOMETHING DOING ALL THE TIME.

2:18 Pace Surburg't Grain Plug Cut To
bacco Stake, $1,000.00.
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream Stake, $1,000.00.
2:13 Pace Moet & Chandon'e White Seal
Champagne Stake, $1,000.00.
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
$1,500.00 for Base Ball.
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibit.
Relay Race.- Race.
Ladies' Half-Mll- e

COUPLE
UNHAPPILY MARRIED.
Sylvester R- Blake vs. Martha A.
Blake, Is the title of a divore suit
which has been filed in the First Judicial district court of San Juan county. The husband is seeking an absolute divorce on the grounds of deSylvester R. Blake and
sertion.
Martha A. Arnold were married November 16, 1905, at Farmlngton. They
lived together until March 16. 1906,
when the husband alleges that the
wife left him, and he claims that he
does .not know her present whereabouts, but believes that she is at Ln
Plata, Colo. Attorney A. M. Edward
of Farmlngton has been retained as
counsel for the plaintiff.
FARMINGTON

-

Territorial Fairs lot quartet of a century,
but nothing like this
Reduced Rates
on all Railroads

L

r--

STILL WORKING

ON
BOHEMIAN

COLONY

Kirchman has returned from
he east, where he visited Chicago
and Philadelphia, and other leading
lties In the Interest of his Bohemian
colony, says the Socorro Chieftain.
Mr. Kirchman wishes to Inform his
friends that although he has but lately become a benedict, this fact will
no wise interfere with his busi
ness Interests in Socorro, but on the
contrary will have a tendency to fur- her them, ln so much that he will
now be able to settle down contentedly to business affairs. Mr. Kirchman
will in a few days return to Philadelphia for the purpose of bringing Mrs.
Kirchman to Socorro where they will
live happy ever after.

i

Max

NARROW

ESCAPE
FROM

DROWNING

While driving to Las Plata a week
ago T. E. Quirk, a visitor from Roy,
Utah, in Aztec, was caught in a heavy
rain. He attempted to cross a flooded
arroyo and his horse was swept down
stream, being unable to get a footing
ecause of the sandy bottom. The
buggy was partly submerged and Mr.
Quirk was forced to leap Into the
water and shift for himself, which he
promptly did. Both his outfit and
himself reached the bank in safety
later, but the horse was exhausted
and the night was so dark that the
unfortunate man was forced to spend
the remaining twelve hours out In the
hills with no covering but a buggy
curtain.

IT WAS AN EXCITING
BUSTING CONTEST
Last Friday afternoon, excursionists to Orogrande witnessed a riding
and bronco busting contest which was
anything but a fake. One Jim Kennedy, by name, a stranger in the
camp, carried off the honors after the
cowboys had given up trying to ride
an eight year old outlaw horse. Kennedy rode the animal until the latter
hadn't a fight left in him and departed 150 ahead of the game, that sum
being awarded him by the judges for
first prize.

Dreadful Suspense.
The Press has not yet received any
communications from any of. the local ministerial brethern as to whethnewser it is right or wrong for
paper to advertise Sunday excursions.
Lawrenceburg, (Ind.), Press.
Starving to Death.
Because her stomach was so weakened by useless drugging that she
not eat. Mrs. Mary H. Walcould
ters, of St. Clair St., Columbus, O.,
waa literally starving to death. She
"My stomach was so weak
writes:
from useless drugging that I could
not eat, and my nerves so wrecked
that I could not sleep; and not before I was given up to die waa I Induced to try Electric Bitters; with
the wonderfuli result that Improvement began at once, and a complete
cure followed." Best health Tonic on
earth. 50c. Guaranteed by all drug
gists.

n

Roilo and His Father.
Were tne ancient Greeks really
handsome, father?" said Rollo, looking up from his book,
I hardly think they were as good
looking, my son, as they are today;
but the fact must be taken into consideration that they did not have
fancy vests and were unadorned by
Little Johnny Jones hats with loud
THOUGHT SHE WAS
bands," waa the elder's pithy reIN LAS VEGAS, NEVADA sponse, as he glanced sharply at
A lady by the name of Mrs. Lizzie Rollo's big brother, "nome from college
Derro arrived ln Las Vegas this after- for his holidays
noon and found when she left ihe
train that nothing looked familiar and
A NEW SHOW EVERY WEEK.
upon inquiring found she was in Las
Vegas, says the Optic. She asked the
Manager Davis, ot the Penny Parreason for so many changes in the
scenery and town and finally found lor, 2164 South Second street, anegas, nounces a change of progTam, new
that instead oi being in Las
Nevada, she was in New Mexico. She pictures and new songs every Saturhad purchased a ticket at Butte, Mon- day morning. A whola show for a
tana for I .as egas, Nevada, and on penn.- -.
reaching Salt lake City the conduc
tor seut her down here. If the mat
MERCHANT TAILORING
ter can be straightened out by the
railroad authorities by evening, Mrs.
Derro will leave on No. 7 for Daggen, UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
AVENUE, O. BAMRAILROAD
California, the nearest point on the
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
Santa Fe.

THE JUAN SANTISTEVAN
ASSIGNMENT MATTER.
The hearing ln the assignment of
Juan Santlstevan of Taos, which has
been iii progress during the past week
at Santa Fe, before Referee Harry S.
Clancy, was closed Friday, for the
time being, and continued to October
16, next.
During the week the ex
amination was upon the matter of the
sale of certain sheep belonging to the
estate, by Receiver A. R. Manby. also
of Taos.
It is claimed on behalf of
Mr. Suntistevan that the sheep were
disposed of at too low and ruinous a
price, and that with proper care the
receiver could have procured greater
returns for the animals. This contention Is not admitted by Mr. Manby,
and testimony upon the matter was
had. It looks as If the case will take
several mouths before a final closing
of it can be had. A. B. Renehan of
Santa Fe and J- - B. Lusk of Taos, appeared for the assignor and creditors.
and Catron &. Gortner of Santa Fe for
the assignee.

ALLAIRE'S FINE
SEEDLESS WATERMELONS
C. B. Allaire of San Antonio, who
has been doing a good deal of experimental farming and vegetable raising
the last two years, is furnishing the
Socorro dealers with an excellent variety of seedlesB watermelons which
go like the proverbial "hot cakes."
Torturing eczema spreads its burning area every day. Doan's Ointment
quickly stops Its spreading. Instantly
relieves the itching, cures it permanently. At any drug store.

FRIDAY, SEPT.
K),000 SEATS

f OR

10,000 PEOPLE

4

THE BIG SHOW

Of IKE

iLLLe
leCOS-ISEUHENnGERIE

SHOWS OP

WD

me GREAT FLQTO

marnhnnt tnllnrln? aftnn In UI
No. 209 West Railroad ave
nue, where I solicit the patronage oi
the public. All work guaranteed first-class, as I nave naa nueen years
nnrlpnra in th business. Suit made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specinc 1 use win uw
Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.
vf

WONDERFUL
ANIMAL ACTORS THAT DO
EVERYTHING BUT TALK.

stairs over

O. BAMBUM.

NOTICE

FCS

PUBLICATION.

Ml TV No. fi'79.1
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Aug.
23, 1906.
Mntl.a la Viaral.v crtvon thftt thft fol- lowing-namesettler ha filed notice
d

of his intention to make final proof
in support or bis ctaim, ana ium twu
proof will be maae Deiore ine uuuu
States court commissioner at San
v m n rwnlor K. 1906. viz:
Sec.
Juan Garcia, 2d. for the NW
8, Twp. 11 N., R. S W.
He names the following witnesses
rrrva hia rnn 1 n iiou s residence up
The Breath of Life
on, and cultivation of, said land, viz:
It's a significant fact that the Masedonlo Ramirez, itamon oerua,
strongest animal of its size, the gor- Jose
Rafael Chavez, Bldal Chaves y
illa, also has the largest lungs. PowMontoya, all of San Rafael, N. M.
erful lungs mean powerful creatures
MANUEL R, OTERO,
How to keep the breathing organs
Register.
riht should be mail's chiefest study
Like thousands of others, Mrs. Ora A.
Williams' Indian Pile
O Ir.
'intmont will cure Ullud.
Stephen, of Port Williams, O., has 11Y I I II"
In.
kml
luuinu
I
learned how to do this. She writes
I 1
bHilriL IlbiMirbihetuuior,
"Three bottles of Dr. King's New
Baai.iHi. rxmulcH. kivi s lnslunt ro- Discovery stopped my cough of two
t. Jr. WilliuuiN'luitiuul'ileUiul-uient
years and cured me ot what my
is prepared for l'ilfrtuiid luh-infKvery boi U
of the private purls.
friend
thought consumption. O, lt
t'V limit (in re- Uv drui'k'i-twirruntt-.i- .
grand for throat and lung troubles.'
of pri. n. 61) rt uti and Sl.uo. WILLIAMS
Price, UANUMCTURING CO.. '"P. 'luelai-d- , oliU
Guaranteed by all druggists.
tX)H BALK BY S. VANN & SON.
Cue anj $1.00.
Trial bottle free.
Ra-fo-

J

c

a,

TWO HERDS OF BIG TRAINED ELEPHANT
DIG

HERD

Of SIBERIAN

PC'lIuI
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ICE

17

CENS

EtSRS.
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CAMELS

DROMEDARIES

IICRISS IND BABIES

BENGAL

BEASTS

OF WILD

17

3 HUGE CIRCUS RINGS
AMAZING
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Champion

30 NOVEL

40
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MJD-AI-
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CLOWNS- -A
SINC.IN'G.
INU
LOT CP K.N
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ACTS
LAl'iii!- -

M!.LSj

G0RGE01S NEW STREET PARAT

NEARLY 1.000 FtOfLt
IN Tilts
MALS PARTICIPATING
GLORIOUS, SPECTACULAR TACEANT
AND FREE PUBLIC DISPLAY.
SHINE.
WILL EXHIBIT, RAIN OR WATI.R-PPOOTHE LARGEST
UNDER
TENTS EVER CONSTRWTFr.
POOPS OPEN 1 AND 7 P.
COMMENCE 2 A.VD 3
KcVni
PATfS ROM lYrTmYlK.

F

ACTS--1C- 0

Riicr

f
I

f
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M.P?--FORMirfS-

Reserved Seats on Sale at O. A. Matson's
ON DAY OF EXHIBITION

ALBUQUERQUE
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IS OUR SPECIALTY

American League.
At Cleveland
R. H. E.
Cleveland
i g 2
St. Ixniis
,)
6 o
Batteries: Joss and Clark;
Pelty
and O'Connor.
At Detroit
R. h. E.
IX'troit
0 2 2
Chicago
2 f 2
Batteries:
Willis and Schmidt;
White and Towne.
At Washington
R. H. E.
Washington
J
5 4
Philadelphia
3 9 2
Batteries: Hughes and Wakefield;
Coombs and Powers.

Carpet 30c and up
Rockers $1.25 and up
Iron Beds $2.90 and up
Stoves all prices

Odd Size Window Shades Made to Order a specialty
GET THE HABIT

J.

O. EMMONS

The Furnlluro Man

At Boston
New York

Albuquerque, N. M.

crmwm,Ve:STmVf"t'

0O00K5000OgO0

At

HAD

TOPICS

JHE

Washington dispatch, under date
September 3, says that President
josevelt will be asked to request
ilroads to use the block signals and
now preparing to take np in earnest
e railroad accident problems. He
ants congress to enact a law requir-- g
every railroad that does a passen-- r
business to install the block plg-- il
system, and It Is his desire that
e railroads should be prodded until
ey comply with the law requiring
1
freight cars to be equipped with
It is believed that with
rbrakes.
tese three regulations enforced few.
hours of labor dally, the universal
se of the block signal system and
le equipment of all cars with
the number of accidents can
e reduced.
Possibly other federal
filiations may he suggested. These
iree are to be applied first.
Just before congress adjourned
enalor LnFollette succeeded In hav
3g his bill limiting the number of
ours of employment made a special
rder for January 20 next, and now
hat. the legislation has the president's
tacking It is likely to go through
he committee of interstate and foreign commerce in the house Is pre- aring to bring in a lull to require
he use of the block signal system
The Interstate commerce commis-jIoh'- h
story of the accidents during
the first quarter of this year has tended to arouse public Interest in the
subject.
People are saying every
where: "Willie congress Is regulating
rates and enacting other legislation
affecting the railroads, why does it
not do something toward stopping the
slaughter of employes and passen
gers?
The number of killed and injured is
increasing year by year. By way of
.assisting the president and congress
to determine what the remedial legis
lation shall be. the interstate com
merce commission is now devoting
more attention than ever before to the
causes of accidents. The data it has
gathered on the accidents of the last
quarter tell some Interesting stories.
A

air-rak- es

.

TOOTHACHE

R.
'.

3

New York

KILL the COUCH

BIG

MINING

Montgomery, one

rs

MUTT'S

PILLS'
PENNYROYAL
Thpy overcome Wtknm, frrero- antJ ouilanlnns.liirrvaAe
rlt7
vitror
nd banish
pains of rmnntrua- The
l.iiat
Klin
tofflHiat womanhood,
and body. No
known remedyorirani
for women piuala
them. Cannot do harm life be
cornea a pleasure.
by imhII. Hold hi i er hox
XOIT CHEMICAL C0ti.i?Ua4,5

FOR SALE BY

.ANN

Apply

TO EXCHANGE
also two pounds
with hame.
BARGAIN

Hussy
of insert

tlOOll

piano.

fa!l

vuil:

MALE

maker iu
apply if
Set a ueg

;

THE SHORT LINE

General Bgitdfng Supplies

FROM

'

Pries
60s 11.00

0NSUMPTI0N

OUGKSani

Free Trial.

OLDS

Barest and, UuicJtest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

rate of $25.00.

To

St. Paul, Minneapolis,

Dil'jtli

AND THE NORTHWEST.

ONE

JOaO)0)00004e0C0
lowotoooooovoocoto

a'.so

give us

FnEErORT,

WRITE TO US AT ONCE.

J.

KORBER & CO., Wholesale and Retail, Albnqnerqne

PIONEER BAKERY

SIMON

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

WE FILL

CAKES A SPECIALTY.
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 South First Street, Albuquerque.

SESSHWr'

i

ictWirviTs.

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

PRESCRIPTIONS

WEDDING

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, KfcXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.
o
t

At Consistent
Prices

j

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERT, SALE, FEED AND TRANS
FER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Ex- PAINTS, OILS, VARN1SHB3 AND
changed.
BRUSHES.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CflTY
Leather, Harness, Saddles, Lap
Whips,
Street,
Second
Axle Oils, otc. Palbetween Railroad and Dusters,
Copper Avenue.
metto Root Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
THIRD STREET
408 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE.

Thos. F. Keleher

Meat Market

All Kinds of Fresh and

8alt Meats.

7.

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

DP TO DATE SIGNS
208 WEST 8ILVER AVENUE.

WOOL

INSURANCE,

Agent

TO BELEN, N. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Ate Owners of
Belen Townsite

8t

First

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATfc
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

repaired.

TOTI

A.

OR API

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquor
and Cigars. Place your order to
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

Third street.

0. W. Strong's Sons

A. E. WALKER,

STRONG BLOCK.

riRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building aoet
tion. Office at 217 West RalkoM

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Falrview
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

avenue.
.

1

i

DRAGOIE

M.

uj

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.

MONUMENTS
101-21-

-

Mauger.

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

General Repair Shop.

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

Sole Agents.
Albuquerque, M. M.
Automatic Phone, 199.

&

Office, 115 North

Furniture packed and crated; gaso

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

MELINI & EAKIN

with Raaoe

L, ft. SHOEMAKER

Next to Walton's drug store, Bout

i

MAUGER

W. E.

A. SLEYSTER

line and gas stove

LUCERO

T. A.

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Masonic Building, North Third Street.
Automatic Telephone. 174.
Steam 8ausage Factory.

Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, an
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
200 North Broadway, corner of Wits
Ington avenue, Albuquerque, N. as.

N. Second St., Both Phone.

p

00x000C
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Railway Center

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE 8ANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD,
S,

The Belen Town and

Im-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY DEEDS.
PURCHASE
S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR. WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES. IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.
JOHN

BECKER,

Pies,

WM. BERGER,

SeCy.

don't
will

We have received a car load of Lightning presses and In
to sell
tbem right out we will make a very low price, based on spot order
cash cost to
us and car load trelght.
.

ROCKFORD.

The finest train service to the above
points; also to New Orleans, Memphis, Vicksburg,
Evansville, Ind.;
Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.; Jacksonville, Fla., and all other points In
the south and southeast.
Ticket Office, 805 Ceventeenth St.,
Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
JAMES CULTON,
Commercial Agt

in-

COME

Pi-ice-s

To
MINNEAPOLIS,
ST. PAUL. FORT DODGE- WATERLOO, DUBUQUE, GALENA,

('aliinei-ry- ;

you

Lightning Hay Presses at Very Low

Bottled in Bond.

E. PURDY,

Third and Marquette

CHICAGO,

formation, call at the Santa Fe ticket office.
T.

Both Phone

NiGiil

THE CELEBRATED

For other rates and full

SCREEN DOORS

COLORADO

Second Class Colonist Tickets will be sold to
all principal points on the A. T. & 5. F., and
Southern Pacific Railways, in 'California, at

STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE.
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
AND GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES;
PUBLIC
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL, FLOUR. WHEAT, WINE, BEANS AND HAY
CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
8 A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
TCP HEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.

IMiwilcr

SL'PER
general n
a trial.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

Northwest.,.

IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUER-I- f.
Si., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
iUTS OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
L4.BT AND WE-3FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITY. GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
FRANCISCO,
LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
140 FEET, IAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND

horse;

is.

Illinois Central R.R,

rmtt

Zackle Odell was seen plowing on
Newman's Ridge, the other day, and
looked sad and lonesome. Xenophon,
Tenn., correspondence.

Colonist Rates to
California and the

its Location

it.

Uri;:lit

Alone, But Solitary.

0000oooocoaoc

BILK

haml-fo- r

Knarintef1
evenings.

& SON.

IO 9eKeKeKeKat3eKeKm
00OOtKKCOKK

Few Liner Ads.
Cigar store;
urt's; no match

Dr. ling's
tier Discovory

CAMP

Machine Works

MALL, Proprlatpr
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and bomber
Riattlar.
Pu eys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Cart;
IroB
hf
Buildings.
mapalra an an In In it and mm Machlnary a Boaalalt
Foundry east tide o( railroad track.
Albiqiaraa. IT m.

3

cross-examin-

Foundry And

Avanum

n.

H.E.
9

rirtx strut ana Tljra

Albuquerque

Write For- Aeenrv
e
v

Y

The Silver City Independent says:
George A. Hallock. formerly Santa Fe
agent at this point, arrived in Silver
City last Saturday.
Mr. Hallock is
now located at Oklahoma City, Okla.
He is interested in sheep raising in
the vicinity of Hillsboro. and is making this trip wilh the intention of closing out his interests there, as he considers Oklahoma an Ideal place for
the investment of capital.
He will
renin, home the latter part of the
present week.

flx

Room x. N. T. Armljo Bldg.

above-mentione- d

5;

SALE

B. SCHWENTKER,

n

HAVE

Albuquerque Carriage Company

year

20

3

SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING 13 THE ONLY
TtME TO BUY A BUGGY, THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS. US

ormwr

n

To-pe-

FOR

r.

3

or

15,

er

-

s'inio ash

Loan values commencing second year.
Cash or paid-u- p
insurance at end of 10,
period.
Total cost, age 25, only $46.30,
Other amounts In same proportion.
For particulars address or see

R. H. E.

At New York

from all appearances roll under the
wheels. When the train stopped at
the station some of the trainmen went
bacy up the track, sxpecting to find a
mangled remains where they had seen
the man leap from the train, and what
was their surprls. when out of the
darkness, came the inevitable "Ugh,"
where an Indian is concerned. Instead
of finding a lifeless body they found a
San Domingo Indian with his facb
Borne burised and scratched, where it
Tiad been rooted Into the cinders along
jo had boarded the train
the track.
at the pueblo and after stealing a ride
to the city, had jumped off before the
train pulled Into the depot to avoid
being arrested. The train was bowling along at about twenty miles an
hour, when he leaped from It, and his
escape from death was narrow, to say
"To Cure A Felon."
I he least.
says Sam Kendall, of Phlllipshurg,
m
m
m
Kan., "just cover It over with RnrV- The Railroad Y. M. C. A. of
has made the following financial len's Arnica Salve and the Salve will
Oulck PRf. iiiro for
report for the month of August. do the rest."
Amount on hand July 31. $486.15; Burns, Sores. Scalds. Wounds P!le
amount received during month, $t16.-1- Eczema. Salt Rheum, Chapped Hands,
Sore Feet and Sore Eyes. Onl 2.r.c
total. $1,1112.71. Expenses, $465.10; at
all druggists.
balance on hand, $637.61.
o
If you want results In advertising
The industrial commissioners of the try an Evening Citizen want
ad.
Burlington, Alton, North western. Great
Northern. Santa Fe, Illinois Central
and Wabash railroads have decided on
plans for the organization of a national association of industrial commissioners to be formed In Chicago during
October.

A

,

0
6

National League
8

Priced

$200.00 per year for ten years in case of totnl disability.
$10.00 per week when disabled by accident.
$10.00 per' week sick benefits.

Thomas;

and

Philadelphia-Bos- ton

Brooklyn

Reporter.
Mr. Montgomery says that Ute
Creek canyon is destined to become a
great mineral mining region and that
he gathered some of the finest float
from there that he has ever seen. He
hag also found a number of fine leads
and says that when the St. Louis.
Rocky Mountain & Pacific company
gets the railroad into that section that
it will not be long before there will
be a- big mining camp there, as the
country has the mineral-tguarantee
it. "I located the Vindicator property
in Cripple Creek, which has proven it.
self to be a rich producer, but there
are far better indications in Ute Creek
canyon than I ever saw In Cripple
Creek. It will be the peer of the
Colorado camp In my opinion."

.1. Whlker Cain, whose appointment
to lie assistant engineer of tests of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railroad
was recently announced, has resigned
1o accept a much better position with
McCord & Co., at Chicago. Mr. Cain
goes to the McCord Draft Gear company as mechanical engineer.

4

Harness
at Reduced

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
4
4
0
Batteries: Eason and Bergen Wilt- Small Holding Claim.
"King Edward," the famous Hon se, Bresnahan and Bowerman.
(No. 701.)
with the Sells-Flotshows, hag quite
Second game
R. ti rc
a history. He is a real African Hon, Brooklyn
5 3 Department
the Interior, United
of
and one of the few lions on pxhihl- - New York
2 3 1
Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
Land
States
t ion that was actually
in the lunele.
Batteries:
Scanton and Bereen:
August 25, 1906.
nd Instead of being secured while a Ames and Bresnahan.
Notice, is hereby given that the follocub, was captured when almost full
At Pittsburg
R. H.E. wing-named
claimant has filed notice
grown, after a desperate battle with Pittsburg
4
8 3 of his intention to make final proof
native ninters. There is something St. Louis
9 15 4 in support of his claim under sections
of the lordly freedom of the wild
Batteries: Leever and Gibson; Kar-g- 16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
beasts In King Edwards walk and
and Grady.
(26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
manner, while his great size and
act of February 21. 1893 (27 Stats.,
beauty of his head and mane make
Western League.
470), and that said proof will be made
him particularly interesting to the
At Pueblo
R. h. E before
the United States court
students and artists, and he has had Denver
6
j
commissioner
at Albuquerque, N.
enough pnotographs taken of "him by Pueblo
10
12
0
sight-seer- a
M
6,
1906,
on October
vii.:
to paper are biggest house
Engle.
Paige
- Manuel
Batteries:
Weland
administratE. Chavez,
in town.
gart; Stimmel, Morgan and Reniker.
or of the estate of Antonio Jose
"Would he hurt anyliody?" Inquired
Second gam
R. H.E. Chavez, deceased, for Uie small holdan amateur zoo'ogioal student, with Denver
3
11
.8
ing claim No. 701, Sec. 25, Twp. 7 N.,
one foot in the air, ready to run. "Oh, Pueblo
.6 9 4 11. 2 E.
I don't know.
That depends. Maybe
Batteries:
Stecher
Zalusky;
and
It wouldn't be a good
He names the following witnesses
thing for a
stranger to go into his cage. He Minor and Tanneman.
to prove his actual continuous adverse
At
Lincoln
R. H. E. possession of said tract for twenty
would likely resent that as an Intrug 12 3 years next preceding
Lincoln
sion on his privacy," replied the keepthe survey of the
Sioux
City
0 5 2 township, viz:
er. "But he would never make any
Batteries:
Maddock and ZInran;
row if I was to sleep in bis den. The
Juan Apodaca. Valencia, N. M.;
only time I ever had any trouble with Newlln and Freese.
Benito Armljo, Valencia, N. M.;
Edward was last, season on the road.
Sanchez, Peralta, N. M.; Meli-toAmerican Association.
One day I noticed he had suddenly
S. Otero, Peralta, N. M.
At
Minneapolis
developed a cranky disposition. He
Any person who desires to protest
even resented my going Into his cage, Minneapolis
against the allowance of said proof,
Kansas
City
so I was at
loss wnat to do, so 1
or who knows of any substantial reaAt Louisville
called the doctor with the show.
son under the laws and regulations of
Ixiuisville
"'Why, he has a slight toothache,'
why such
the Interior department
Toledo
said the doctor, after examining him.
proof should not be allowed will be
game
Second
ou would naturady think that the
given an opportunity at the
King would ojject to anybody fooling Louisville
time and place to
Toledo
around ais jaws, but he seemed to
witnesses of said claimant,
the
At
Columbus
know the doctor was mere to help
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
him. so after tue medicine man hart Columbus
thnt submitted bv claimant.
cleaned out the cavity in one big Indianapolis
j
MANUEL .. OTERO,
tooth and sprayed a little antiseptic!
Called at end of 15th Inning,
Register.
solution in it and plugged up the hole! At St. Paul
with a fist full of amalgam, he never St. Paul
For any disease of the skin we can
'
whimpered, and kept his mouth wide Milwaukee
Salve, it
12 recommend Chamberlain's
open, without the slightest urging.!
relieves the itching and burning senWoman
a
loves
s
next
The
clear, rosy complex-lia- sation Instantly
day he was all right, and'.
soon effects a
never had an ache since, so far ion- - Burdock Blood Bitters purifies cure. This salveand
is also Invaluable
the blood, clears the skin, restores for sore nipples. Any
as I have been a.ile to discover."
druggist.
n,(lQ' sound health.
As will be seen at the Sells-Flotsnows, when the menagerie is on exBeen Massaged?
hibition, all the' animals re kept in
Isiak Israel is not going to be disprime condition. The date is Friday,
tanced. Did you notice tne complexSeptember 14.
AND CURE tkk LUNGS
ion of Ins barber shop? Bethel (O )
Journal.
SAYS UTE CREEK WILL
WITH
M. M.

LO

1

-- AND...

V'iflii

A $2,000.00 policy provides
92.iitHi.00 in case of death.

Philadelphia
8 10 2
Batteries:
Dorner and 'Needham;
Duggleby and Donovan.

of the
HAS NARROW
of the great Cripple Creek disESCAPE FROM DEATH trict, but who has been in the employ
Trainmen of train No. 1 were horri- of the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &
fied to see a man leap from the blind Pacific company for some time past,
baggage as the train pulled into the w'as In Raton the first of the week and
north end of the yards last night ana spent a few days on business, says the
POOR

9

....5

THE BIG LION WITH SELLS-FLOTSHOWS HAS A HISTORY.

ILL URGE THE USE
OF BLOCK SIGNALS

6

Vehicles

Mr. Wage Earner! What is your most valuable asset?
Is it not youi time? When sick or disabled your
wages soon stop and expenses are increased. Insure
your time as well as your life in the Pacific Mutual

R. H. E.

Boston
Hogg
Batteries:
Young and Carrigah.

(I

RAILROAD

PAGS 6EVZN

A QUESTION !

Complete House Furnishing
Pillows 60c and up
Comforts $1.25 and up
Toilet Sets $2.90 and up
Blankets 90c and up
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dians tn proof.
Mr. Moody selected TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION.
quite a numoer of Indian tulngs from
nnd
bookkeeper
the local Harvey curio rooms which WANTED Ldy
stenographer.
Call at 30!t West
ne ban shipped to New York.
Kailroadavenue.
The organ recital at the Presbyter-IaWe desire to announce that in addition
church tonight will Ixgln at 8:1 WANTED Help furnished and em
open
at
ployment of all kinds
o'clock. The doors will be
secured
to our complete Fall lines of
7:80.
promptly. Call on, write or phone
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Employment
Abraham's
Agency,
F.
V.
general
merchant
Mlera,
3.
the
WEST RAILROAD AVE
109
Colburn, proprietor,
West
Fair tonight and Friday.
and sheep raiser of Cuba, up in the
Silver avenue. Auto, phone 270.
Naclmlento country. Is In ihe city toTraveling and local rep
Attorney K. K. Yeeder of l.as Vegas day on business.
"ANTE1
resentatives, either sex, to present
is tn the city ni lenal business.
Richard Dunn of Sun Miguel counnew, attractive advertising offer or
Regular communication of Temple ty, who was here yesienlav and last
first-claestablished music Bchool.
Lodge. No. C. A. F. and A. M.. will l.e night, returned to l.as Vegas on the
delayed No. 2 today.
Permanent work and advancement.
held this evening at 8 o cluck.
$1,020
S.ilary for traveling,
first
This shoe Is out of the ordinary
John A. I.ogan circle, Ladles of the
Chas. Hunt of El Paso passed
year, and expenses paid weekly.
We now carry In stock ready, ar
through the city last night en route G. A. R., will meet at the residence
run. It has been made to our
Joseph Moore. 121 Plymouth,
of Mrs. Edward Johnson tomorrow
a business trip io loio-radfrom
home
own specification to Bupply the
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
and tsvo FOR SALE A well established gro
Mrs. Thi.mas McMnlin
Iwy who Is extra hard on shoes.
Governor II. J. Hagrrman, who was
cery business; owner has good reasin the oily yesterday on matters po- daughters, family of City Marshal Mc-It is particularly strong at the
in, returned today from Los Anons for selling. For further particlitical, returned to the Capital City
geles, whtre tney spent tne summer.
points, where most of the wear
last night.
ulars nddress letter, if you desire to
of the same ranownad high grada make
lelt last Charles SI. Geoch of El Paso is in engage in business, to W care CitiMrs. Lyllian Catnalun
comes. The soles are of heavy
zen
office.
night for a short visit to her mother the city and will leave tomorrow
leather, the vamps
These suits are hand-tailore- d
out of the highest
at Ijis Angeles, after which she wi.i morning for the Jctnez hot springs. LOST A brown leather pocket book
rheumamake
to
go
her
suffering
with
Francisco
to
He
San
again
an
is
have
length
and
grade
of
night
full
portion
imported
last
in
Vienna
business
are cut
material,'
are faultlessly
home.
tism.
city, containing keys and trinkets,
cut,
and
if
fit
well
better
extra row of stitching to prethan
the high
not
as
The informal dance at the CommerDr. and Mrs. Chas. CI. Schmidt, who
with name of Sirs. Frank Gott.
are
priced
a
Mrs.
Mr.
guests
counters
was
and
evening
of
the
ripping;
custom
garments.
been
rooms
have
cial
We
tailored
the
last
desire the
club
vent
Finder please return to this office.
August Kramer of 1101 New York very pleasant affair and was attended
pleasure of showing them to you.
of sole leather in one piece and
avenue, left today for their home In by 'i large number or the club mem- MONEY furnished on bonds and stock
issue, In high class propositions;
bers and their guests.
St. Jacob, 111.
keep the shoe from running
will
loans and charters secured;
Y.
the
T.
Inspectors
purchased
Watch
F.
Sanla
Fe
has
L.
Colburn
of
full
uppers
are
over. The
take Interest in new corporation.
Maynard and Arthur Everitt returneu Abraham Employment agency, and
First National Bond Co., Rector
stock box calf. This shoe looks
to the city this morning from attend- has removed the office to No. 109
Bldg., Chicago.
on
Rio
the
business
Mosher,
official
Ing
R.
P.
to
boy.
avenue.
your
Silver
West
please
will
stylish and
A handsome new line of shirts just in tan, blue
Grande cis.on.
the former proprietor, has gone to El FOR SALE One Buffalo scale. H
S1.60
marble counter, 1 Ice box, capacity
8'2 TO 13
J. 1,. Hubbell, who was n visitor Paso.
and
French material,
1 ton, 1 Ice machine, C horse power
185
13'a TO 2
here yesterday from Ganado, Ariz.,
A. Spless and Juan
Attorney
Charles
cuffs
attached,
P1
.15
each
1
2
engine,
power
boiler.
will
Bisbee",
be
where
he
gone
2'a TO 5Jj
to
gentlehas
Navarro, two
steam water pumps, 1 Buffalo meat
an Interested visitor at the republican men who attended the territorial rechopper, 1 bone grinder. 1 sausage
convention to be held there soon.
publican central committee meet'ng
Btuffer, racks and hooks, at Tony
Op- left this morning on the delayed No.
McNnry,
G.
of
editor
the
James
CONDIMENTS.
AND
SAUCES
Mlchelbach's, Old Town.
tic, Las Vegas, arrived In the city 2 passenger train for the north.
here
will remain
evening
and
last
parochial
school,
for
The Catholic
purchased at F. P. Trotter throughout the day to attend the re
WTien
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
boys and girls. In the old town, opened
grocery store, ax sure to bring the cital of Dr. .i1nor C. Baldwin tonight. this morning with an enrollment of BREAD and take no other.
The F. J. Houston company, for- seventy-thre- e
scholars, and consider
right flavor to all dishes Into which
known as the Railroad avenne ing the fact that a public school Is THE HIGHLAND L I VER
merly
they enter. This Is because we al- kodak emporium and bicycle repair located In this precinct the above en
BAM BROOK BRO., Prop:
ways procure the best manufactured. shop, has added a full line of station rolment Is very flattering.
LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
and school books to its stock of
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
We find out first what brands are re- ary
Work on tho new skating rink to be
goods.
guarantee
them.
opened at the corner of Railroad av The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
liable and personally
and
at special rates on week days.
Kenneth Bailey, 1101 South Edith enue and Fifth street Is progressing
No. 112 John St.
street, was pleasantly surprised at his rapidly. Two hundred and fifty pairs Auto Phone 604.
home Tuesday evening by a number of the famous Richardson cushion
of his friends who gathered to cele- frame, ball bearing skates have been
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLO
Refreshments ordered and tho big tent that will
brate his birthday.
AND EXCHANGED
were served.
shelter the rink has arrived.
Attorney Horton Moore of Las Cru-ce- s
Office
Association
or
daughter
The
little
Postmaster
Is in the city awaiting the arrival R. W. Hopkins, who has been seriNo. 118 and 120 South Second street
Transactions
Up-to-Da- te
toexpected
Is
Moore,
Mrs.
who
of
Guaranteed
ously ill with typhoid fever for some
morrow morning. Mr. and Mrs. Moore weeks past, is reported to be a trifle
are on their way to California, where better today than yesterday, when It ROSENFIELD'S, 1 18 W. R, R, Ave. Next Door First National Bank
203 West Cold Avenue
they go for the benefit of Mr. Moore's wa thought she would not "live
T. Y. MAYNARD
GEO. W. HICKOX.
nealth.
through the night. The little sufferer
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Rosenwald, who managed to take a bit of nourishment
were In Europe the past year, returned this morning and at press time was m
In
In
to this city this noon, being met at still alive, although the nurBe states
who visits Albuquerque during Fair week, which begins September
the depot by relatives and friends. that It is only a matter of time until
Second Street The
17th. to visit our store, located at 110 South
Sidney Rosenwald, the dry goods mer- the end, as the child's constitution
irst, it Is the most attractive
Arch Front tor at least two reasons.
there
chant, who went to New York to meet has become so weakened from the
store of Its class In the Soutawest. Second, visitors will find plainly
that she n2 longer has strength
his parents, also returned to the city
a stock unsurpassed In quality with the watchword Courtesy
to withstand the ravages of the dison today's limited train.
visible in every department. Do not fail to drop In whether wishing
i
H. A. Brochvogel, ranch manager ease,
to purchase or not.
J. II. Gainsley was on deck at the
for the Socorro company, was In the
Hickox-Mayiiar- d
city between, trains this morning en clothing st re of Simon Stern this
route from Ejmendort to Santa 'e. afternoon. Mr. Gainsley .took a lay
He says that everything is doing at off a few weeks ago, and visited Colo
i
Leading
Jewelers
Mexico's
New
Elniendorf. More than sixty men are rado. On returning south, he stopped
t Palmer Lake resort and had his
working there tor the Socorro comSOUTH SECOND STREET.
THE ARCH FRONT.
pany building houses and digging Irri picture taken astride of a donkey. He
gation ditches.
became so much attached to the don
Glass show cases are now being key that ne purchased thek animal and
manufactured in Albuquerque, Whiter rode Int? Albuquerque on it at noon
dismounting at Sturges' Euro
hesselden, the contractor, being the today,
manufacturer, t the Superior Planing pean where he was met by a delet
mills. The ctses, a number of which ion of friends. He reports having
AUTOMATIC PHONE S46
COLORADO PHONE 74
uave ieen placed in local store rooms had a fine vacation and says he met
In the
a number of
compare
wlta
favorable
to
said
are
Fourth and Railroad A venae
those purchased in tho east and ship late of political corruption.
Dr. B.. H. Brlggs, chairman of the
ped
i a Bieiiu exjjeuac ui
Good Roads convention
commit ee,
rates to tals city.
We guarantee quality and prices to be right try some Diamond Edge Tools and
At the close of the contest at tne has appointed the following gentle,
Elks' opera- house skating rink that men as a reception committee: Gov.
Cutlery they give satisfaction
has been under way for the past few E. S. Stover, chairman: D. A. Mac- days, In which votes were cast for the pherson, R, E. Twitchell, E. A. Miera,
uest skater. Miss Dorotny uanson iasi M. W. Flournoy, T. N. Wllkerson, J.
night won the contest with 728 votes, E. Elder, W. P. Iffltcalf, J A. Hubbs,
a fine pair of Wlnsiow skates being Maynard Gunsul and Dr. E. J. Alger.
HARDWARE.
the prize. The contest was spirited Tho convention will be held at the
W FT W T7
and cause?, quite a bit of good natur-e- Commercial club on Tuesday evening,
HARNESS
rivalry.
September 18, at 8 o'clock. The above
Temple Albert will open Friday committee will meet at the Commer
SADDLES
evening ai 7:45 o'clock. Rabbi Kaplan cial club on Friday evening, Septemhaving returned from u.s recent visit ber 7, at 8 o'clock, for the purpose, of
CHINA
to Denver, 'ihrough the effort of the arranging the program for the con
Rabbi, the services of Miss Rose Ab vention.
Colo., has been
GLASSWARE
rahams of
Are your boys and girls properly
secured es organist. The young lady
is a pupil of the New York College shod for their walk to and from
PLUMBING
of Music, under Alexander Lambert, school? If not, let us remind you of
and is a talented pianist. Her addi the, fact that we carry as complete
TINNING
tion to the ranks of local musicians and up .o date a line of reliable
will no doubt be a valuable acquisi school shoes as you can find anywhere
and are able to supply your wants at
tion.
notice. Prices are as low
John Hart, the contractor, today aas monieut's
is consistent with good quality. C.
started work on the new Woman's May's
club building, to be rected on their avenue.Shoe aiore, 311 West Railroad
lots at the corner of Gold avenue ana
Sixth street. The building will be
COUPLES ONL. AT THE RINK
one of tne handsomest club buildings TONIGHT.
THE BEST SKATERS
and
completed,
in the territory,' when
GO.
OF THE CiTY WILL BE IN THE
will have a complete culinary and CONTEST FOR THE BEAUTIFUL
domestic science department, assem- PRIZES.
bly room, lounging rooms, reception
o
Foarth and Railroad Avenue
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harrooms, etc. It is expected to have the
Remember the organ recital tonight
by
occupancy
the by Dr. Minor C. Baldwin, In the Pres
building ready for
12
vesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons,
Presses.
first of the new year, spencer 6c w ai byterian church. General admission,
lingford re the architects.
$1.
Still some good reserved sents
Guns and Ammunition.
Winchester Rifles,
William V. Moody, the New York left at $2.
THE
Dlavwricht. who has been in the city
suit
our
GENTLEMEN Order
the past several days, left last night
Mr. Moody, wnoso now and be well dressed fair week.
for New York.
-next nlav. me Great Divide, win fwo thousand fall samples to select
North First Street
40 1,
South First Street
Nettlotou Tailoring Agency,
he nroduced at tne Princess theater from.
iNew York, ihls season, was here se- 114 South Third street.
RAILROAD AVE.
lecting liiuiau appurtenances to acDR. BALDWIN.
company too stage settings of "The
Diamonds, Watches. Jewelry, Cut Olasa, Clocks, Silverware. We Invite
Dr. Baldwin jitoved himself a mas
Great Divide," which is a play dealing
your trsde and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
with the great southwest and the In tor musician, and one competent to
handle any repertoire however severe.
1 ho 1'ilgergesang from
Tannhauser,
while nothing new, was a revelation of
, 4. 4, 4, 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4 4 "i 4 4 4 4 4
4
4 i4 i 4 4
2f , .j. .j, . .g. .j.
technical pathos in the handling by
this fine artlBt. A 'Romance Dr. llald H
win's own composition. Is a veritable M
OF BUYINC YOUR CLOTHES FOR
poem of tenderness and love." Ashe
Mile Cltlzrn.
yourself and your boy where the best
E.
POST & COMPANY
Dr. Baldwin will be at the Presby
spend
merchandise is displayed. We
tenan church on Thursday, Septem M
ber i.
buying goods
much of
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BOYS' SHOES
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Hart, Schaffner & Marx
Business and Dress Suits

ss

to-we-

FILL DRESS TUXEDO SUITS

11

oak-tann-

'

greyimported

'
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SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Furniture, Stoves, Dishes

Enamelware

AT SPECIAL PRICES

"WeWant Everybody"

ALBUQUEROUE

HARDWARE

&

Zearing

Furniture Dealers

gf vou are

Co.

The

Speeltnan

R.R.

F. F. TROTTER

need of anything

Hardware, Ice Cream Freezers, High Grade
Enamelware, Pocket Knives, Crockery, Tinware, etc., call on

--

115 NORTH FIRST STREET

GO.

ney

Will

d

C ompany

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

Mead Hay

ram

Shot

Diamond

Palace

U3, U5, U7

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

MclNTOSH HARDWARE CORIRAN Y

Get the Habit

Successors to

our time in
GOOD GOODS and we are display
ing the best selected line of merchandise this year, ever shown in the southwest.

Stein-Bloc- h

Co's. Celebrated Custom Tailored Suits $15 to $30

4
4

Kuppenheimer's Fine Business Suits $10.00 to $22.50
Stetson Fine Shoes $5.50 to $6.00

f

19

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

ooooocoooooo

See Display
JMm

E

12

econd

PARAGON TROUSS.73 93.00 TO 97. OO. WALKOVER 93. SO AND 94.00 SHOES

4--

v

KREAM

ALBUQUERQUE.

RANCH EGGS ALWAYS
ON HAND AT THE IXL GROCERY
STORE, 901 SOUTH EDITH STREET.

FRESH

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
i
AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE.

J

igld)

o

APPLES WITH NO SEED! NO
N. W
CORE! TREES FOR SALE.
ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER ST

J.

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

THE MAZE
flower pots
17c
New Woolsey flannels, yd
15c
Heavy weight outing Manuel
10c
2Gc
Children's muslin drawers
50c
Infants' "Stork" panties
$1.00 bottle of Malted Milk
90c
can Chloride of I.ime
12'c
t
2.1c
lbs. of sulphur
Cii
I'resh sage, per pl:g
2 cans of Jockey Club sardines. . . .4.1c
Special sale of groceries every Sat
unlav.
THE MAZE
Wm. Kieke, Propr.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and taks no other.

Weat Gold

403

111

OurWindow
ocoocoocoooo
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215 West Rallroaa Avenue
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